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ABSTRACT 
 
Handoko Saputro. 2019. Subtitling Strategy of Imperative Sentence Found in the 
Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) Movie. Thesis. English Letters Study Program. 
Faculty of Cultures and Languages.  The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisors: Dr. Hj. Lilik Untari, S.Pd., M.Hum. 
Key words: Subtitling, Imperative Sentence, Translation Equivalence, Movie 
This research aims at analyzing the strategy used by the translator in 
subtitling the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie from English into Indonesian. 
This research also aims at analyzing the translation equivalence of imperative 
sentence with the target language in the movie. 
This research used descriptive qualitative method. The limitation of this 
research is the imperative sentence spoken by the main actors. The data of this 
research is taken from the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie and the 
Indonesian subtitle Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) is translated by the translator of 
Universal Picture Studio published in 2017. In this research, the researcher used 
the Gottlieb’s theory about subtitling strategy and Pedersen’s theory for analyzing 
the translation equivalence of subtitle.  
The result of this research shows that there are 79 data of imperative 
sentence found in the movie. The firsts results of this research are 56 data 
(70.88%) using transfer strategy, 10 data (12.65%) using paraphrase strategy, 7 
data (8.8%) using deletion strategy, 3 data (3.79%) using condensation strategy, 
and 3 data (3.79%) using imitation strategy. The second results of this research are 
78 data (98.73%) belong to the functionally equivalent subtitle, and 1 datum 
(1.27%) belongs to the stylistic error subtitle. Based on the result of this analysis, 
the dominant strategy is transfer and the dominant translation equivalence of 
subtitle is functionally equivalent.  
 
1 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Research 
Movie is a type of visual communication which uses moving picture and 
sound to tell stories. Nowadays, movie becomes one of many media to learn about 
some things. It helps people to learn about language, culture and something else 
from the other country. Sometimes, movie becomes an entertainment for several 
people. On the other hand, movie is usually used by the Student College and 
Lecturer to make a research. For a translator, movie becomes a media to improve 
their skill in translating especially for subtitling. Because, subtitling is an 
important part in the movie. 
Subtitling is one of many kinds of audiovisual translation. Untari and 
Sanjaya (2015:18) state that subtitling is the most dominant translation technique 
applied in audiovisual translation and interesting to analyze. Most of translator 
prefers using subtitling in translating of audiovisual product. It occurs because of 
some reasons. Untari and Sanjaya (2015:23) present some superiority in subtitling. 
In terms of time, subtitling takes a little time than the other technique. Then, the 
cost of working subtitling is cheaper than the other. And the original nuance of 
movie can be felt by the audience. On the other hand, subtitling enables the 
audience knowing the error of translation in subtitle. Therefore, the translator has 
to know some important factors related to making a subtitle.  
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In making a subtitle, there are many technical factors related to the media 
in translation. Paramarta (2010:1) mentioned four media that have a role in making 
a subtitle, 1). Verbal auditory channel (VAC) covers dialogue and background 
voices, 2). Non-verbal auditory channel (NAC) covers natural sound, sound effect, 
and music, 3). Verbal visual channel (VVC) combines subtitles with words on the 
movie such as letters, book, poster, graffiti or advertisement, and 4). Non-verbal 
visual channel (NVC) covers pictures, motions, plot editing and mood on movie. 
Therefore, the translator has to pay attention some parameters in writing subtitle. 
Parameter of writing subtitle is the rules which have to be followed by the 
translator in presenting subtitle. According to BBC Subtitling Editorial Guidelines, 
the maximum for subtitle text should be roughly 32 or 34 characters per line, the 
subtitle should match the pace of speaking as closely as possible, and the rules of 
timing for subtitle and the rules of matching shots. Untari and Sanjaya (2015:24) 
explained more detail about the rules of writing subtitle covering layout, duration, 
punctuation and letter, and selecting target text. Based on those rules, it is 
concluded that the translator has to be as smart as possible in translating subtitle. 
Therefore, the strategy of subtitling is so necessary to be used in translating 
subtitle. 
Subtitling strategy is a translation technique used by the translator in 
making subtitle. It helps the translator in making subtitle agrees with the standard 
of subtitle. Therefore, the translator has to use strategy in subtitling to make a good 
subtitle. There are many experts who have mentioned about subtitling strategy. 
Gottlieb (1992:166) mentioned ten strategies used in subtitling, 1) Expansion, 2) 
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Paraphrase, 3) Transfer, 4) Imitation, 5) Transcription, 6) Dislocation, 7) 
Condensation, 8) Decimation, 9) Deletion, and 10) Resignation. Those strategies 
can help the translator to render the meaning of dialogues spoken by the actor in 
movie. 
Dialogues are the important part of movie to translate. Because dialogues 
spoken by the actor presenting the message of movie. Through dialogue, the 
audience understands the message of movie. The dialogues of movie are translated 
into target text and displayed in sentence form. There are four kinds of sentence, 1) 
Declarative, 2) Interrogative, 3) Imperative, and 4) Exclamatory sentence (Frank, 
1997:220). Each kind of sentence has its own characteristic. Meanwhile, the 
researcher prefers focusing analyzing the imperative sentence of the movie. 
Imperative sentence is a sentence ended by exclamation point to give a 
command for other people. Mastop (2005 in Condoravdi and Laurer, 2011:4) says 
that imperative implies actions, which influences the hearer’s series of act. In 
imperative sentence, there may be a respond from the second person. It also has 
different power between the speaker and the listener. Thus, the speaker has 
authority to command the listener doing something.  On the other hand, most of 
imperative sentences in subtitle are written without exclamation mark. It occurs in 
many movies especially in movie “The fate of the furious 2017 (F8)”. Therefore, 
the researcher chooses The Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie to analyze. 
The Fate of the Furious 2017 (alternatively known as Fast & Furious 
8 and Fast 8, and often stylized as F8) is a 2017 American action film directed 
by F. Gary Gray and written by Chris Morgan. It is the eighth installment in The 
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Fast and Furious franchise. They have made almost $4 billion worldwide, with the 
last one shattering the previous series record, bringing in $1.5 billion on its own. 
There are big franchises and then there’s “The Fast and Furious” movies, which 
have found the perfect blend of international appeal, ridiculous action and, of 
course, an emphasis on “family,” whatever that word means to you. Regardless of 
reviews, this series is too big to fail.  
Besides, the movie provides complex language that is good to be analyzed 
and the subtitling of the movie is easy to be understood. It uses daily conversation 
among friends and family. Many expressions, slang words, idioms, and phrases are 
used in this movie. Here the researcher focuses only on the imperative sentence 
contained in the dialogues and the researcher notifies that the source language (SL) 
is English and the target language (TL) is Indonesian. Here are the examples of 
imperative sentence occur on the subtitle. 
(1) Context of situation:  
Hobbs is accompanying his daughter playing football with her friends. The Red 
Dragon, the team of his daughter matches against the Pink Butterflies. He does not 
only accompany her daughter but also become the coach of The Red Dragon. 
Before the match started, He gives some motivations to the team. After that, He 
gives the instruction to start the match by saying “Let’s go, girls!”. 
 
 Hobbs (SL)  : Let's go, girls!  
 Indonesia (TL : Maju, anak-anak! 
 
The example shows that the word “Let's go, girls!” is translated into 
“Maju, anak-anak!”. The translation of imperative sentence above belongs to the 
formula of Let’s (let + us). The sentence “Let’s go!” means inviting to other to 
follow the speaker. It indicates that the type of imperative sentence above is 
imperative sentence with let. The sample is equivalent subtitle. 
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(2) Context of situation: 
Hobbs and Deckard are in the jail. Suddenly, the doors of jail are opened. Then, 
Deckard runs to go out from the Jail. Hobbs does not want him go out from the 
jail. Therefore, he commands the cops to stop Deckard by saying “stop him!” and 
saying “Don't let him get away!”. 
 
Hobbs (SL)   : Don't let him get away!  
Indonesia (TL)   : Jangan sampai kabur! 
 
The example shows clearly that the translator translate “Don't let him get 
away!” into “Jangan sampai kabur!”. The imperative sentence above belongs to 
negative imperative sentence because there is a negative marker enclosed within 
that sentence. In “don’t let him get away!” sentence there is a word don’t. The 
sentence is to ask someone not to let someone away or escape. The example is 
functionally equivalent subtitle because the translation above is translated 
completely and has same meaning with the target language. 
Based on the examples above, surely, make subtitling become a complex 
task because subtitling always involves two languages, the source language and 
the target language, which must have so many differences. Ginory and Scimone 
(1995: 11) state that “The origin language is called source language (SL) while the 
language a text to be transferred is called target language (TL).” Besides, 
translating sentence is not an easy matter because a translator has to deal 
appropriately with two pairs of contradiction between two different languages and 
between two different cultures. And the type of the sentence must be 
grammatically correct. 
With the aim of producing translations appropriate for the target system, 
therefore, the researcher is interested in analyzing the strategies toward the quality 
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translation of imperative sentences in the movie, “The Fate of The Furious 2017 
(F8)”, so the researcher chooses the title of this research as SUBTITLING 
STRATEGY OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCE FOUND IN THE FATE OF 
THE FURIOUS 2017 (F8) MOVIE. 
 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
In this research, the researcher limits on the imperative sentences spoken by 
the major actors in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. The main actors are 
Dom, Hobbs, Chipher, Tej, Roman, Letty, Ramsey, Mr.Nobody, Little Nobody, 
Deckard Shaw, and Owen Shaw. The researcher will only focus on the subtitling 
strategy of imperative sentences and the translation equivalence of imperative 
sentences subtitles with the target language in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) 
movie. The researcher uses the subtitles taken from the Original DVD of 
Universal Pictures. The Original DVD is produced by Universal Pictures in 2016 
and the subtitle is translated by the translator of Universal Pictures. To obtain 
adequate data of  imperative sentences, as a theory for analysis, the researcher 
uses the theory of types of imperative sentences proposed by Quirck (1985) in 
classifying the types of imperative sentences in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) 
movie and the subtitling strategy proposed by Gottlieb (1992). Besides, the 
researcher also uses theory of Pedersen (2017) to analyze the translation 
equivalence of the imperative sentence subtitles in the Fate of the Furious 2017 
(F8) movie. 
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C. Formulation of the Problem 
Considering the research background, the researcher proposes the 
following problems: 
1. What are the subtitling strategies of imperative sentences used by the 
translator in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie? 
2. How is the translation equivalence of imperative sentence with the target 
language in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie? 
 
D. Objectives of the Research 
Based on the problem statements, the research objectives are arranged as 
follows: 
1. To find out the subtitling strategies of imperative sentence used by the 
translator  in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
2. To analyze the translation equivalence of imperative sentences with the target 
language in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
E. Benefits of the Research 
By doing this research, the researcher may have expectations that the 
research will give some benefits. Those benefits include practical and theoretical 
benefits. 
1. Theoretically 
a. This research can give contribution in subtitling field of study. 
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b. The research findings are expected to enrich the theories of film or movie 
subtitling theories, which are subtitled from English to Indonesian 
language. 
2. Practical  Benefits 
a. Movie subtitle translator 
The result of this research may give some references to the 
subtitle translator for broader translation knowledge and strategies related 
to the equivalence of the translation in translating imperative sentence in 
the movie subtitle. 
b. English Department  Students 
This research is expected to give more information and additional 
knowledge about translation studies related to translation strategies used 
in translating imperative sentence in the movie subtitle. 
c. Other Researcher 
Hopefully, this research can add some information in the field of 
translation, especially when they want to carry out similar or further 
research about linguistic element of translation such as imperative 
sentence. 
F. Key Terms 
1. Subtitles 
Subtitles are the written versions of the conversation or dialogue 
which occur in the movie. This subtitle is usually written at the bottom of the 
screen. Hassanpour (2011) states that “subtitling is the written translation of 
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the spoken language (source language) of a television program or film into the 
language of the viewing audience (the target language); the translated text 
usually appears in two lines at the foot of the screen simultaneously with the 
dialogue or narration in the source language.” 
2. Imperative Sentence 
According to Frank Marcella (1972), she said imperative usually based 
on the mood which refers to the forms that are used to explain the command, 
request, or instruction. 
3. The Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) 
An action film from America directed by F Gary Gray and written by 
Chris Morgan. It is the eighth series of the fast and furious movie. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. The Notion of Subtitling 
a. Definition of Subtitling 
Subtitling is a written conversation or dialogue in the movie. 
Usually subtitling of movie is in bottom of the screen. Subtitling can be 
formed as written translation of dialogue in the foreign language. 
Subtitling also can be formed as written dialogue that uses the same 
language with the language use in movie.  
According to Hassanpour (2011), “subtitling is the written 
translation of the spoken language (source language) of a television 
program or film into the language of the viewing audience (the target 
language): the translated text usually appears in two lines at the foot of the 
screen simultaneously with the dialogue or narration in the source 
language. 
In addition, Luyken et al. (1991: 31) defined subtitle is condensed 
written translations of original dialogue which appear as lines of text, 
usually positioned towards the foot of the screen. Subtitles appear and 
disappear to coincide in time with the corresponding portion of the 
original dialogue and are almost always added to the screen image at a 
later date as a post-production activity.  
Subtitling is the most common form of audiovisual translation. 
Gambier (1994) defines subtitling as transferring, language from longer 
units to shorter ones, from spoken language to written text, from one 
language to another, and interpretation of verbal speech combined with 
numerous other cultural and socio-symbolic signs or with other types of 
semiotic systems.  
The audiovisual translation (AVT) has three most common 
translation modes. There are dubbing, subtitling and voiceover have made 
for the cultural disposition and financial consideration. Moreover, Cintaz 
(2007: 8) states that subtitling is a translating process consists of 
presenting a written text, generally on the lower part of screen, the 
discursive elements that appear in the image (letter, insert, graffiti, 
inscriptions, and etc.), and the information that contained on the 
soundtrack (songs and voices off). Meanwhile, Neves (2008: 130) more 
widely defines subtitling as the process of converting the audio content of 
a television broadcast, webcast, film, video, CD-ROM, DVD, live event, 
and other productions into text which is displayed on a screen monitor. 
Based on that definition, it means that subtitling is not only used to render 
the message in the movie. 
Based on the above definitions of subtitling, it is concluded that 
subtitling is textual version to translate the dialogue on which is not only 
in the movie but also for the television program. As we know that 
subtitling has given many contributions for us. In addition, subtitling is a 
way to translate the foreign movie without change the original dialogues 
and soundtrack, as is the case in dubbing.  
b. Process of Subtitling 
The subtitling process usually starts when a client contacts the 
subtitling company with a commission. The client could be a distribution 
company, a television station, etc. In the first stage general details are 
discussed. First, the subtitling company has to watch the film to make sure 
that the copy is not damaged, decide the dialogue list and check if there is 
something else that needs translating too, (such as songs or inserts). If the 
dialogue list is missing it has to be transcribed from the soundtrack. Some 
companies only give translators the scenes that include dialogues leaving 
the rest in black (Diaz Cintas, Remael, 2006: 90).  
The next stage is spotting, also known as timing and cueing. It 
consists in deciding the precise moment when a subtitle should appear on 
screen (in-time) and when a subtitle should disappear from the screen 
(out-time). This is usually done by technicians who usually do not have a 
good knowledge of the language spoken in the film. A copy of the film 
and the dialogue is then sent to the translator. Moreover, translator 
sometimes works without having any access to the screen version of the 
film or from a soundtrack without a copy of the written text. This makes 
subtitling much more difficult. This occurs when clients are afraid that 
illegal copies will be made or perhaps when there are tight deadlines. 
Watching the whole film before translating it is very important to ensure a 
high quality translation, though it may not always be possible when 
deadlines are really tight. During the first viewing of the programme 
translators: 
1) Take notes of words and phrases that could prove problematic because 
they lend themselves to a polysemous reading. For example, the 
English word “funny” can have many different meanings.  
2) Take notes of gender and number of nouns, pronouns and adjectives 
that are not marked in English. For instance, the expression “You‟re 
great” can have different meanings depending on whether the 
addressee is male or female, or whether speakers are polite or 
informal.  
3) Decide on the formality or the informality of the pronouns used 
depending on the context.  
4) Establish whether deictics such as “this/ these” have referents on the 
screen. If they do it is sometimes unnecessary to translate them.  
5) Identify exclamations with no fixed meanings such as “oh, my” or 
“Christ” which may be understood only in some contexts.  
In the third stage the translator can start translating the text from 
the source to the target language. Once the translation is over it is sent to 
the client. Nowadays translators mainly send their work by e-mail (Diaz 
Cintas, Remael, 2006: 98).  
The translator was not asked to produce the actual subtitles, but 
rather the text translation, the translation undergoes an adaptation process. 
Due to the constraints imposed by the medium a technician or adaptor has 
to adjust the translation to an appropriate subtitling length. A revision and 
proofreading of the subtitles follows. Ideally, a different person should be 
responsible for this task, even if it does not happen all the time. All 
mistakes need correcting, because spelling mistakes for example are more 
easily spotted on the screen and could be irritating for the viewer. Before 
inserting the subtitles on the simulation of what the film is going to be like 
it is carried out in the clients presence. At this stage, changes can still be 
made on the client‟s request. Once the subtitling company‟s work is 
approved the next stage consists in laser engraving the subtitles on the 
celluloid. This method is normally used for cinema subtitling. Electronic 
subtitling is used for events like film festivals because it is cheaper. Once 
subtitling is over, the film is then sent to the client, who can screen it on 
the cinema or perhaps broadcast it on television (Diaz Cintas, Remael, 
2006:100). 
Based on the above explanation of the process of subtitling, it can 
be concluded that there are several steps in the process of subtitling, 
include discussing the general detail of the object (film or movie), 
spotting, translating the text from the source to the target language, 
proofreading of the subtitles, and engraving the subtitles on the celluloid. 
c. Types of Subtitling 
Traditionally, there are two ways of classifying subtitles, based on 
two different parameters, linguistic and technical, despite the existence of 
other less frequently used parameters (Liu, 2014: 1104). Based on 
linguistic parameters, Liu (2014: 1105) divided the types of subtitling into 
two types as follow: 
1) Interlingual subtitling  
The essence of this type is that there must be a transfer or 
translation between two different languages, though it refers to 
subtitling instead of traditional translation. It should be noticed that in 
this group not only two languages are involved, but also two 
dimensions, speech and writing. 
2) Intralingual subtitling 
According to Gottlieb‟s (1997) classification, intralingual 
subtitling is the subtitling within the same language. This type is 
mainly targeted at the following group of people, the deaf and hard of 
hearing, language learners and karaoke singers. 
Based on technical parameters, Liu (2014: 1106) divided the types 
of subtitling into two types as follow: 
1) Open subtitles 
Open subtitles are used to carry interlingual translation for 
foreign language films shown in cinemas. Technically, they are either 
physical part of the film as in films for public viewing or soundtrack, 
often transmitted terrestrially and broadcast as part of the television 
picture. 
2) Closed subtitles 
Closed subtitles are usually encoded in the transmission signal, 
broadcast separately, and then selected by those viewers on a remote-
control unit with a teletext television set and a decorder. The targeted 
audience includes the deaf and hard of hearing, who need to be 
assisted by subtitles, mainly intralingual subtitle, with longer exposure 
time and explanatory information such as „The clock ticks‟ to 
supplement the sound.    
According to the above explanation of types of subtitle, it can be 
concluded that based n the parameter of linguistic, the types of subtitling 
is divided into two types, namely interlingual subtitling and intralingual 
subtitling. Whereas, based on the parameter of technical, the types of 
subtitling is divided into two types, namel open subtitles and closed 
subtitles. 
d. Standard of Subtitling 
In translating subtitle, the translator will find many technical 
factors related to the used media. Paramarta (2010: 1) mentioned four 
media that have a role in making a subtitle, 1). Verbal auditory channel 
(VAC) covers dialogue and background voices, 2). Non-verbal auditory 
channel (NAC) covers natural sound, sound effect, and music, 3). Verbal 
visual channel (VVC) combines subtitles with words on the movie such as 
letters, book, poster, graffiti or advertisement, and 4). Non-verbal visual 
channel (NVC) covers pictures, motions, plot editing and mood on movie. 
Therefore, the translator has to pay attention some parameters in making 
subtitle. Untari and Sanjaya (2015:24-27) mentioned some parameters of 
subtitle as follow: 
1) Layout 
a) The position of subtitle at the lower part of the screen. 
b) A maximum of subtitle is two lines. 
c) The subtitle text should be presented centered on its allocated line. 
d) The maximum is 35 characters. 
e) The subtitle is better coloured  pale white. 
2) Duration 
a) The maximum duration of a full two-line subtitle is 6 seconds. 
b) The maximum duration of a full single-line subtitle is 3 seconds. 
c) The maximum duration of a single-word subtitle is 1,5 seconds. 
d) Don‟t leave subtitle for 2 second in the end of the utterance. 
3) Punctuation and letter case 
a) Three dots (…) should be used right after the last character of 
subtitle (no space inserted), when the subtitled sentence is not 
finished and has to continue over the consecutive subtitle. 
b) Use (/) or (-) to indicate the exchange of the dialogue. 
c) Use (-) to separate the subtitle. 
d) Use {( )} and {[ ]} to embrace comments which are explanatory to 
the preceding phrase. 
e) Bold and underline typing convention are not permitted in 
subtitling. 
4) Target text editing 
a) It is better to segment a long single-line subtitle into two-line 
subtitle, distributing the word on each time. 
b) The upper line and the lower line of a two-line subtitle should be 
proportionally as equal in length as possible. 
c) Each spoken utterance should ideally correspond to a subtitled 
sentence. 
d) No more than two sentences are allowed on the same subtitle. 
e) Don‟t try to transfer all of verbal utterance into subtitle. 
f) Change the passive construction into the active  
Example: “Hal ini dipercayai oleh semua orang.” (36 characters) 
=> “Banyak orang percaya”. (21 characters) 
g) Change the negative expression into the positive 
Example: “Kita pergi k etempat yang belum pernah kami 
kunjungi.” (53 characters) => “Kita pergi ketempat yang baru”. 
(31 character) 
h) Change the temporal subordinate clauses into the temporal 
prepositional phrases 
Example: “Aku akan belajar sehabis aku nonton film ini.” (41 
characters) => “Aku akan belajar setelah film ini.” (34 characters) 
i) Change the modified nouns to the relative caluse 
Example: “Yang aku inginkan adalah secangkir kopi.” (40 
characters) => “Aku ingin secangkir kopi.” (25 characters) 
j) Only dialects that have already appeared in a written form in 
printed materials are allowed to be used in subtitle 
k) Taboo word should not be censored unless their frequent repetition 
dictates their reduction for reasons of text economy.  
(Purnomo and Untari, 2011: 6-11, modifying from standard of 
subtitle Karamitroglou) 
e. Subtitling Strategy 
Another rule to translate the subtitle is employing the subtitling 
strategies. As translation procedures, subtitling strategies are also the 
technical devices in translation world. However, subtitling is used to 
transfer the meaning of dialogues in one language into a text in another 
language. (Fawcett in Bogucki: 2004).  
According to Gottlieb (1992: 166) there are ten (10) subtitling 
strategies, they are expansion, paraphrase, transfer, imitation, 
transcription, dislocation, condensation, decimation, deletion, and 
resignation. The detail of translation strategies proposed by Gottlieb 
(1992: 166) is as follows: 
1) Expansion 
Expansion is used when the dialog in the SL needs an explanation to 
gain the audience comprehension because cannot retrieve the culture 
nuance of the SL. 
For example: 
SL: I had to study as a Hwarang to defend Silla from Baekje. 
TL: Aku harus menjadi Hwarang(pasukan elit) untuk melawan Baekje. 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:30) 
 
2) Paraphrase 
Paraphrase is used when the phrase in the SL cannot be reconstructed 
in the same syntactic way in the TL. In other words, the translation in 
the TL is syntactically different from the SL but the meaning is still 
maintained to be comprehended by the audience. 
For example: 
SL: Forgive me for flying to the skies first. 
TL: Ijinkan aku pergi ke surge duluan 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:30) 
 
3) Transfer 
Transfer refers to the strategy of translating the SL completely and 
correctly into the TL. It is used in „neutral‟discourse and in the slow 
speech. 
For example: 
SL: Shut up! 
TL: Diamlah! 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:30) 
 
4) Imitation 
Imitation is used to translate the proper noun like names, places, 
country, and product brand. 
For example: 
SL: My name is Nightingale Four. 
TL: Namaku Nightingale Four. 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:30) 
 
5) Transcription 
Transcription is used when there exist unusual term, the third language 
and nonsense language in the SL. It is used when facing irregular 
speech, such as nonstandard speech; dialect or apronunciation with a 
specific emphasis on a syllable; and unusual speech even inthe source 
text, like the use of third language or nonsense language. The subtitler 
attempts to convey an acceptable rendering of the source text-contents 
in the target text. 
For example: 
SL: W.I.F.E is Worrying Influential Female Entity. 
TL: B.I.N.I itu Beli Ini Ngutang Itu. 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:31) 
 
6) Dislocation 
Dislocation is adopted when the SL employs some sort of special 
effect, for example a silly song in a cartoon film, where the translation 
of the effect is more important than the content. It produces a different 
expression in thetarget text that adjusts the contents of the source text 
so that it conforms to thetarget text-language. It is used in connection 
with song texts and metaphorical phenomena. 
 
For example: 
SL: Why did you reap the soul of your own wife? 
TL: Istrimu sendiri kenapa kau bunuh? 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:31) 
  
7) Condensation 
Condensation is applied to solve the problem of limitation of subtitle 
lines. This can also create efficiency by eliminating the redundancies. 
Condensation refers to the shortening of the text in the least obtrusive 
way possible. Condensation is used by translator if there is over-
lengthy dialogue so those translator use necessitate redundant 
information and thus increasescoherence for the viewers. 
For example: 
SL: Free yourself! Feel the air! 
TL: Raihlah udara kebebasan! 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:31) 
 
8) Decimation 
Decimation is omitting important elements that are confusing the 
audience and some taboo words. Decimation is an extreme form of 
condensation where, perhaps for reasons of discourse speed, even 
potentially important elements are omitted. It reduces the wording 
from the source text in the target text-subtitle by omitting words 
whichmight cause a degree of a semantic loss in the target text, but still 
tries to convey the meaning of the source text. 
For example: 
SL: What, drawn, and talk of peace? 
TL: Damai? 
 (Astuti, 2009 in Simanjuntak, 2013) 
 
9) Deletion 
Deletion refers to deal with the total elimination of the parts of a text, 
such as repetition, filler words and question tags. It omits full 
elements, such as a line of dialogue from the ST speech in the TT 
subtitle. 
For example: 
SL: Err so-sorry. I-I just wanted you to do me a favor. 
TL: Maaf. Aku hanya kau membantuku.  
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:31) 
 
10) Resignation 
Resignation is applied when the translator does not find the solution in 
translating the SL subtitle and that the meaning is inevitably lost. The 
very nature of the elementsin the source text-speech makes it 
impossible for the subtitler to create the sameeffect in the target text. 
Used when facing „untranslatable elements‟, difficult plays on words. 
 
 
 
 
For example: 
SL: Viridis Iste Reditus! 
TL: (Tidak diterjemahkan) 
(Untari and Sanjaya, 2015:31) 
 
 
2. The Notions of Sentence 
a. Definition of Sentence 
Sentences are generally classified into two ways, by number of 
formal predications and by types. The sentences classified by the number 
of formal predictions are; simple sentence, compound sentence, complex 
sentence, and compound-complex sentence. Whereas sentences classified 
by the types are; declarative sentence, interrogative sentence, exclamatory 
sentence, and imperative sentence (Frank, 1972: 220). 
Verhaar ( 2001: 161 ) briefly stated that the sentence is a whole 
unit that has a certain intonation as an overall marker. Chaer (1994) 
sentence is a word or set of words starting with a capital and ends 
intonation final dot (.), Question marks (?), and exclamation points (!). In 
the form of writing, a sentence spoken in the voice rise and fall gently 
interrupted dank eras-pause, ending the final intonation followed by a 
silence that prevents fusion, both the sound and the assimilation of other 
phonological processes (Alwi, 2000). Understanding briefly sentence is 
said that the unity of expressing a concept of thoughts and feelings, 
according to linguistic, sentence is a unit of language that are relatively 
established, have the final intonation patterns and actual or potential 
consists of clauses. 
Richards (1985: 311) states that sentence is the largest unit of 
grammatical organization within which parts of speech (eg. noun, verb, 
adverbs) and grammatical classes (eg. Word, phrase, clause) are said to 
function. 
In addition, Hurford (1983: 18) states that a sentence consists of 
full group of words conveying a message and appropriate to the 
grammatical rule of a language. Rozakis (2003: 138) states a sentence is a 
set of words that nominally has one subject and one predicate to express 
whole idea.  
Based on the above explanations, sentence can be defined as a 
sequence of words froming a meaningful grammatical structure that can 
stand alone as a complete utterance, and which in written English usually 
begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop, question mark or 
exclamation mark. 
b. Types of Sentences 
There are some experts who explain about the types of sentence. 
According to Warriner (1982: 30-31) categorizes sentence based on the 
purpose into four types. They are declarative sentence, interrogative 
sentence, imperative sentence and exclamatory sentence. It has similar 
idea with Frank (1972: 220-221) who suggests four types of sentence, as 
follow: 
1) Declarative Sentence  
Declarative sentence is a sentence that states an idea. It is 
ended by period when in written form. Declarative sentence is also 
used more frequently than the other ones. For examples: 
a) Dom is an actor. 
b) She writes a letters. 
c) Chiper has betrayed him. 
2) Interrogative Sentence 
An interrogative sentence is a sentence that asks question. It is 
ended by taking a question mark. The verb in interrogative sentence 
always arises before the subject. For examples: 
a) Do you still remember me? 
b) Where are you now? 
c) Who is your favorite actor? 
3) Imperative Sentence 
Imperative sentence is a sentence that gives a command or 
request to the hearer and ends with period or exclamatory mark. The 
subject of imperative sentence is not stated. It expresses on verb or 
predicate. For examples: 
a) Don‟t watch that movie! 
b) Enjoy your life! 
c) Please, explain me about that movie! 
4) Exclamatory Sentence 
Exclamatory sentence is a kind of sentence that expresses 
someone‟s emotion and feeling. It can begin with the exclamatory 
phrase, what andhow. In written form, it ends by exclamatory mark.  
For examples: 
a) How good the movie is! 
b) Wow, it‟s so excited! 
c) How pour sheis! 
 
3. The Notions of Imperative Sentence 
a. Definition of Imperative Sentence 
Imperative sentence is a sentence that gives a command, direction 
or request. Imperative sentence consists only of predicate with verb in 
infinitive form. The implied subject is “you”. Sometimes, the imperative 
sentence ends in exclamation mark (Frank, 1972: 220-221). Frank (1972) 
also says that imperative usually based on the mood which refers to the 
forms that are used to explain the command, request, or instruction. 
Meanwhile, Mastop (2005 in Condoravdi and Laurer, 2011: 4) 
says that imperative implies actions, which influences the hearer‟s series 
of act. In imperative sentence, there must be a respond from the second 
person. It also has different power between the speaker and the listener. 
Thus, the speaker has authority to command the listener doing something. 
Based on the above definition, it can be inffered that Imperative 
sentence used for giving commands, instruction, request, suggestion, or 
direction. Generally it does not use subject (you) because it already 
understood or in other words the imperative sentence is elliptical 
construction. Imperative sentences form: Verb + Object. 
b. Characteristics of Imperative Sentence 
The imperative sentence has some characteristics. Zwicky (1977: 
440-441) says that the characteristics of imperative sentence in English as 
follow:  
1) The absence of person marks.   
Example: (You) be quiet!  
2) The possibility of be, do, do not, don‟t in combination with imperative 
sentence.  
Example: Don‟t be careless!  
3) The presence of sentence-initial please in imperative.  
Example: Please, give me a glass of water!  
4) The predicate is often expressed and stated in imperative without 
stating the subject.  
For example: “Go to the market”.  
c. Types of Imperative Sentence 
According to (Quirk et al: 1985: 827) in their book A 
Comprehensive Grammar in English Language, imperative sentence can 
be divided into five forms. They are imperative without a subject, 
imperative with a subject, imperative with let, negative imperative, and 
imperative with do form.  
1) Imperative Without or With a Subject  
There are two forms of directives, they are imperative without 
a subject, there is the subject is invisible and it understands the subject 
is you. And directive with a subject, that is occurrence of subject of 
second or third person (Quirk, 1985: 827). Below are the discussions 
of them. 
a) Imperative without a Subject 
The imperative sentence is typically taken by directive, 
which differs from a declarative sentence. The imperative has 
exactly the same form as the infinitive without to, in which it is use 
for giving orders, making suggestion, and encouraging people to 
do something. The imperative generally has no subject or which 
normally have no over grammatical subject and whose verb is in 
the imperative. The clause pattern of imperative sentences shows 
the some range and ordering elements as declarative. The 
imperative verb lacks tense distinction and does not allow modal 
auxiliaries. The progressive form is rare, and the perfective even 
rarer (Quirk, 1885:827).  
For examples:  
(1) Jump (Quirk, 1985: 827)  
(2) Tell me the truth (Quirk, 1985: 827)  
(3) Don‟t be deceive by his looks (Quirk, 1985: 827)  
(4) Don‟t get dressed yet (Quirk, 1985: 827)  
The examples above are imperatives which the subjects of 
command are not put concretely or it is invisible. Out the meaning 
conveyed by the sentence uttered has implied the subject 
abstractly. 
The passive with “be” occur chiefly in negative directives, 
but they are less common in positive directives. And might be 
treated as passive occur with “get”. the example 3), the sentence 
indicates imperative which has the meaning “don‟t allow yourself 
to be …” In example 4), the form of imperative sentence that occur 
with “get” (Quirk, 1985: 827). 
b) Imperative with a Subject 
In is intuitively clear that meaning of a directive implies 
that the omitted subject is the second person pronoun “you”. The 
type of directive in which the stressed subject is “you” is added, 
you may be noncontrastive and admonitory (Quirk, 1985: 825).  
For examples:  
(1) You be quiet! (Quirk, 1985: 828)  
(2) You mind your own business and leave this to me (Quirk, 
1985: 828) 
(3) Somebody open this door. (Quirk, 1985: 829) 4.  
(4) Everybody shut their eyes (Quirk, 1985: 829)  
The example number 1) and 2) show the occurrence of 
“you” as subject. Third person subject are also possible. The 
examples number 3) and 4) show the occurrence of “somebody” 
and “everybody” as subject of third person.  
The example above, indicate the occurrence of the subject 
precedes the verb. But whereas the subject always precedes the 
verb, there is also vocative. Vocative is an element that can occur 
in final and medial, as well as initial position in the sentence. it has 
separate tone unit (typically fall-raise). The subject merely receives 
ordinary word stress (Quirk, 1985: 829). 
 For examples:  
(1) Mary, play on my side (Quirk, 1985:829)  
(2) Be quiet, Tom (Martinet, 1986:245)  
The example 1), the vocative occurs in initial position in 
the sentence. The word Mary has a separate tone with play on my 
side. The word Mary is stressed. The example 2), the vocative 
occurs in final position in the sentence, the word Tom is stressed. 
c) Imperative with Let 
First person imperative can be formed by proposing the 
verb let followed by a subject in the objective case (Quirk, 1985: 
829).  
For examples:  
(1) Let us all work hard (Quirk, 1985: 829)  
(2) Let me think what to do next (Quirk, 1985: 829)  
(3) Let no one think that a teacher life is easy (Quirk, 1985: 
829) 
(4) Let‟s have a party (Quirk, 1985: 830)  
(5) Let‟s give you a hand (Quirk, 1985: 830)  
From the example above, the subject is unapplied that can 
be used in the form of let + object, that is “let us” “let me”. Except 
for the let me type, these are generally rather archaic and elevated 
in tone. A colloquial alternative to let us, however, is the common 
abbreviation form let‟s. 
In very colloquial English, let‟s is sometimes used for a 1st 
person singular imperative. The example 4), let‟s is the common 
abbreviation form of let us. The sentence is imperative and the 
example 5) is imperative. There are no 2nd person imperative with 
let: “let you have a look”. 
d) Negative Imperative 
The form of negative simply adds an initial “don‟t” or “do 
not” to negative the first three classes of the structural types of 
imperative above replacing assertive by non aggregative item 
where necessary (Quirk, 1985:830).  
For examples:  
(1) Don‟t + open the door = Don‟t open the door  
(2) Don‟t + you open the door = Don‟t you open the door  
(3) Don‟t + someone open the door =Don‟t anyone open 
the door (Quirk, 1985: 830)  
The examples above are negative imperative add an initial 
“don‟t”. First person imperative, on the other hand, are generally 
negated by the insertion of not of the pronoun following let. 
Informally, however, the negation with don‟t is frequently heard 
(Quirk, 1985: 831).  
(1) Let‟s not say anything about it (Quirk, 1985: 831)  
(2) Let‟s not anyone fool himself that he can get away with 
it (Quirk, 1985: 831)  
The example number 1) above is negative imperative of 
first person with let. The example 2) is negative imperative of third 
person, indicates by anyone. 
e) Do with Positive Imperative 
There is form of do with positive. A positive imperative 
can be made persuasive pr insistent by adding do before the verb. 
Do reinforce the positive sense of the imperative (Quirk, 1985: 
833).  
For examples:  
(1) Do have some more tea (Quirk, 1985: 833)  
(2) Do let‟s go for walk (Quirk, 1985: 833).  
The examples above are imperative sentences with do 
before the verb which confirm the meaning or sense of the 
command that the speaker proposes to the hearer to do something. 
 
4. Translation Equivalence 
a. The Definition of Translation Equivalence 
There are many experts who state about the translation equivalence. 
Munday (2000:37) states that for the message to be equivalent in Source 
Language and Target Language, the code-units will be different since they 
belong to two different sign system or languages, which partition reality 
differently.  
For Tytler (in Venutti, 1995:68), the aim of translation is the 
production of an equivalent effect that transcends linguistic and cultural 
differences: 
“I would therefore describe a good translation to be, that, in which 
the merit of the original work is so completely transfused into 
another language, as to be as distinctly apprehended, and as strongly 
felt, by a native of the country to which that language belongs, as it is 
by those who speak the language of the original work.” 
b. Type of Translation Equivalence 
According to Pedersen (2017), there are two degrees of translation 
equivalence in the interlingual subtitle. Those degrees are the functionally 
equivalent subtitle, and the equivalence error subtitle. In the equivalence error 
subtitle, the degree of error is divided into the semantic error and the stylistic 
error. The explanation of each degree as follow: 
1. Functionally Equivalent 
   Functionally equivalent means that a subtitle conveys what is 
said and what is meant (Pedersen, 2017:218). It also means that the 
translator has conveyed the message or meaning spoken by an actor 
into the target language well. The example as follow: 
SL: I asked for the rose. 
TL: Aku yang memintanya. 
(Devi, 2018:60) 
  The example above belongs to functionally equivalent subtitle. 
It is because there is no semantic error and stylistic error. And the 
meaning of source language is conveyed well.  
 2.  Semantic Error 
  In semantic error, Pedersen (2017) divides the error into three 
types: Minor with the score 0.5, Standard with the score 1, and 
Serious with the score 2. 
  a. Minor error. 
  Minor errors are basically lexical errors, including 
terminology errors which do not affect the plot of the movie 
(Pedersen, 2017:219). The score of this error is 0.5. 
 
 
b. Standard error. 
  Standard error would be subtitle that contains error, but 
still has bearing on the actual meaning and does not hamper 
the viewer‟s progress beyond that single subtitle (Pedersen, 
2017:219). The score of this error is 1. The example of this 
stage as follow:  
SL: 
He fights like a music player, all precision, and keeps 
his time and distance perfect play. 
  TL:  
Ia bertarung seperti bermain music, semuanya tepat, 
dan ia bisa mengatur waktu yang tepat dan jarak yang 
sempurna. 
(Devi, 2018:20) 
The example above belongs to standard error. The 
meaning of a music player is translated into bermain 
music. The source language contains the error but still 
has bearing on the actual meaning. 
c. Serious error 
Serious is defined as a subtitle that is so erroneous that 
it makes the viewer‟s understanding of the subtitle nil and 
would hamper the viewer‟s progress beyond that subtitle 
(Pedersen, 2017:219).  The score of this error is 2. The 
example of this stage as follow: 
SL: 
You are a princox, go. 
  TL:  
Apa kau berani melawan kehendakku? 
(Devi, 2018:20) 
The example above belongs to serious error. The 
meaning of source language is not rendered well into target 
language. It makes the viewer misunderstanding about story 
of the movie. 
2.  Stylistic Error 
  The stylish error is not as serious as semantic error. Example of 
stylistic error is the erroneous term of address, using the wrong 
register, or any other use of language that is out of tune with the style 
of the original (Pedersen, 2017:220). The example of this error as 
follow: 
  SL: My girl is like a channel. 
  TL: Putriku seperti saluran. 
  (Devi, 2018:21) 
  The example above belongs to out of tune in stylistic error. The 
meaning of a channel is translated into saluran.  
 
5. About the Movie “The Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8)”  
The Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) is an action film from America 
directed by F Gary Gray and written by Chris Morgan. It is the eighth series 
of the fast and furious movie. The stars of this movie are Vin Diesel, Dwayne 
Johnson, Jason Statham, Michele Rodriguez, Tyreze Gibson, Chris Bridges, 
Scott Eastwood, Nathalie Emmanuel, Elsa Pataky, Kurt Russel, and Charlize 
Theron. This movie is released on 12
th
 April 2017 in Indonesia.  
The story starts from Dominic Toretto and Letty are on their 
honeymoon in Havana, Cuba. In the same time, Fernando, the cousin of 
Dominic gets in trouble owing money with local racer, Raldo. Dominic 
challenges Raldo to a race, pitting Fernando‟s reworked car against Raldo‟s, 
and wagering his own show car. The winner of race is Dominic. But he allows 
Raldo to keep his car, earning his respect, and instead gives his show car to 
his cousin. 
The next day, Dom is approached by the allusive cyber terrorist, 
Chiper who wants him to work for her. Shortly afterwards, Dom and his team, 
comprising Letty, Tej Parker, and Ramsey, are recruited by Diplomatic 
Security Service (DSS) agent Luke Hobbs to help him retrieve an EMP device 
from military outpost in Berlin. On their way, Dom goes rogue and forces 
Hobbs off the road. Dom steals the EMP device for Chiper. And Dom and his 
team are separated. 
Dom‟s team tries to bring dome home. Mr Nobody and Deckard show 
help them to bring Dom home. They are fighting with Chiper‟s team. And 
finally they win and success to bring back to their team. 
Regardless to the research, the data used in this research is only the 
dialogues of the movie “The Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8)” which contain 
imperative sentences and its subtitle in Bahasa Indonesia. Imperatives 
sentences chosen for this research since the movie which is an action movie 
contain a lot of imperative sentences spoken in the dialogue. Imperative 
sentence in this movie is frequently appear or spoken in the dialogue since the 
action need a command, direction or request. Therefore, this movie is 
compatible to be used as the source data of the research. 
B. Previous Related Study 
Analysis of movie subtitle has been conducted by several researchers. The 
first previous study is a research done by Septian Dwi Hardika (2014), the entitled 
“An Analysis of Imperative Sentences of Iron Man 3 Movie and Their Subtitling”. 
The purpose of this research is to describe the types of imperative sentence in 
subtitling, and to know the equivalence and non equivalence of imperative 
sentence with the target language in Iron Man 3 movie. In analyzing the data, the 
writer applied theories proposed by Hall and Catford. The writer employs 
descriptive qualitative method. By this method, the writer uses the subtitling of 
Iron Man 3 movie as the source data, and the data are imperative sentence. The 
writer uses observation in collecting the data. The collected data are analyzed by 
comparison method. The results of this research research showed that first, the 
writer finds that there are 2 types of imperative sentence, namely; (1) positive 
imperative sentence consisting 165 data or 84. 62 %, (2) negative imperative 
sentence consisting 30 data or 15.38 %. The second, the writer finds that from 
195 data, there are 175 data or 89.74 % belongs to equivalent subtitling and 20 
data or 10.26 % belongs to non equivalent subtitling. So, the translation of 
subtitling Iron Man 3 is good. 
Compared to the above previous study, the current research has different 
data, which is imperative sentence contained in the dialogue movie of “The Fate 
of the Furious 2017 (F8)” whereas, the previous study conducted research by 
using Iron Man 3 Movie and Their Subtitling. This current research also applied 
different theory of analysis which is imperative sentences proposed by Quirck 
(1985), whereas the previous study applied theory by Hall and Catford in 
analyzing the imperative sentence. Besides, the current research also analyze the 
equivalent of the subtitle by using the FAR model. 
Then, the second previous study is conducted by Tommi Juniarta (2016) 
entitled “A Subtitling Analysis of Imperative Sentences Found In Need For Speed 
By Pein akatsuki”. This research focuses on the subtitling analysis of imperative 
sentence in Need for Speed movie by Pein Akatsuki using Quirck‟s theory about 
sentence and Baker‟s theory about equivalence. The objectives of this research 
are (1) to identify the type of imperative sentence found in Need for Speed movie 
and (2) to describe the equivalence of imperative sentence found in Need for 
Speed movie. The type of this research is descriptive qualitative. The object of 
this research is Need for Speed movie script. The researcher uses documentation 
technique to collect the data. The researcher uses triangulation to prove the 
validity of this research where the data sources are from movie and informant. 
The researcher obtained 209 data of imperative sentence in Need for Speed movie 
script. There are imperative sentence with subject 20,57%, imperative sentence 
without subject 66,03%, imperative sentence with let 7,66%, and negative 
imperative sentence 5,74%. The most frequent imperative sentence used in this 
movie is imperative sentence without subject (based on verb). The equivalence of 
imperative sentence occurs in all 1374 data or 100% of data and none of them 
belongs to none equivalence subtitling. 
Compared to the above previous study, the current research has different 
data, which is imperative sentence contained in the dialogue movie of “The Fate 
of the Furious 2017 (F8)” whereas, the previous study conducted research by 
using Need for Speed movie. This current research also applied different theory of 
analysis which is subtitling startegies proposed by Gottlieb (1992), whereas the 
previous study applied theory of Baker equivalent in analyzing the quality of the 
subtitle in the movie. Besides, the current research also analyze the equivalent of 
the subtitle by using the FAR model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Type and Design 
This research belongs to the qualitative research. As stated by Creswell 
(1998: 15), “Qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based on 
distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human 
problem. The researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, 
report detailed views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting.” 
This research also applies a descriptive qualitative method. By using 
descriptive qualitative method, the researcher only collects, classifies, analyzes 
the data and then draws a conclusion. According to Sutopo (2002: 35), in 
qualitative research, the data collected are in the forms of words, sentences or 
pictures, which have meaning rather than numbers or frequencies. 
This research applied descriptive qualitative method since the data in 
this research is in the form of words and sentences. The findings of this research 
is also presented in the form of description which consist of two main points, 
namely the subtitling strategies used by the translator to translate the imperative 
sentences found in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie and the translation 
equivalence of imperative sentences with the target language in the Fate of the 
Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
 
 
B. Data and Source of Data 
1. Data 
The data of this research are the imperative sentences spoken by the 
main actors in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. The main actors in the 
Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie are Dom, Hobbs, Chipher, Tej, Roman, 
Letty, Ramsey, Mr.Nobody, Little Nobody, Deckard Shaw, and Owen Shaw. In 
this research, the data are also the situation context of each imperative sentence 
spoken by the main actors in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
2. Source of Data 
The source of data is an object which the data are obtained for the 
research. The source data of this research are the imperative sentences and also 
the Indonesian subtitle found in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. To 
obtain adequate data of imperative sentences, the researcher uses the whole 
dialogues in the movie to analyze. The researcher choses this movie as the source 
of data with the consideration that imperative sentences are frequently appear or 
spoken in the dialogue of the movie. This action movie provides full action 
which shows command, direction or request in the dialogue. The researcher uses 
the subtitle taken from the DVD original of the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) 
movie. The DVD is produced by Universal Picture in 2016.  
 
C. Technique of Data Collection 
In this research, the researcher used the content analysis technique to 
collect the data. The researcher collected the data which are the utterances that 
contain imperative sentences in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie and its 
Indonesian subtitles. The researcher collected the data from the dialogue of the 
Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie and its Indonesian subtitles that has been 
released and published in Indonesia. 
The step of collecting data as follow: 
a. The researcher collected the data from the Fate of the Furious 2017 
(F8) movie that has been released and shown in Indonesia. 
b. The data used in this research is the dialogues transcription and subtitle 
from the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie English and Indonesian 
language. 
c. The data that the researcher selected to analyze is only the English 
language in the dialogue containing imperative sentence translated into 
Indonesian as appeared at the bottom of the screen. 
d. Writing down the imperative sentences appears in the movie. 
e. Classifying the types of imperative sentences. 
f. Describing the subtitling strategies used by the translator to translate 
the imperative sentence subtitle. 
g. Describing the degree of translation equivalence of the subtitle 
translation. 
h. Classifying and encode the data. 
i. Analyzing the data. 
j. Drawing conclusion. 
 
D. The Trustworthiness of the data 
To get the validity and reliability of the research, the researcher used 
triangulation. Setiyadi (2006: 31) defines triangulation as the combination of 
two methods or more in collecting the data, to enrich the data and to make 
conclusion accurately. 
According Lexy, (2000: 178), triangulation is a technique of 
examining the trustworthiness of data by using something excluding the data 
to check or to compare the data. Denzin in Lexy (2000: 178) divides 
triangulation into four kinds, they are; triangulation by using sources, 
triangulation by using methods, triangulation by using investigator, and 
triangulation by using theories. The explanations will be present below: 
1. Triangulation by using the resources means that the researcher will 
compare and check the credibility of information found in the observation 
with the data of interview and compare it with the related documents. 
2. Triangulation by using method means that the researcher will check the 
credibility the data of the research and the data resources by using several 
data collection techniques and analyze them by the same method.  
3. What means triangulation by using investigator is that the researcher will 
recheck the credibility of his data by his own research or other researcher. 
4. The last techniques used in triangulation by using theory. It is a technique 
of examining data by finding standard of comparison from an analysis 
explanation as a supporting data to get a valid evidence of the research 
result. 
  In this research, the researcher used triangulation by using investigator 
is that the researcher will recheck the credibility of the data by her own research 
or other researcher (previous study) and triangulation by using theories to get a 
valid evidence of the research result. 
 
E. Technique of Data Analysis  
In this research, the data which had been collected will be analyzed 
based on four analysis stages proposed by Spraedly. According to Spraedly, 
There are four stages of analysis, namely domain analysis, taxonomic analysis, 
componential analysis, and cultural themes. Based on the stages of analysis of 
Spraedly, the analysis of this research can be explained as follow:  
1. Domain Analysis 
Domain analysis is a process for reviewing field notes containing the 
inquirer’s summary of observations, interviews, document reviews, and 
inquirer thinking to discover the domains of meaning associated with the lives 
of people being studied and specific details of those lives categorized within 
those domains (included terms). Focused observations are subsequent visits to 
the field notes and/ or to the field of inquiry itself to expand the list of details 
or included terms associated with domains selected for further scrutiny. To 
classified the data based on domain analysis, the researcher divided the 
analysis into the following steps: 
a. Determining the object of the research  
The object of the research is the imperative sentences in the the Fate of the 
Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
b. Collecting the data 
The data are the imperative sentences found in the Fate of the Furious 
2017 (F8) movie from original DVD of Universal Picture and the 
Indonesian subtitle.  
c. Identifying the types of the imperative sentences. 
The researcher employed theory of formation of imperative sentences 
according to Quirck (1985), the formation of imperative sentences consists 
of five types. 
d. Validating the data  
The researcher did validating data to the experts who have a good 
competency in English and Indonesian language and also have knowledge 
in linguistic to check whether the data are really imperative sentences or 
not.   
Based on those steps, the data analysis form can be seen in the 
following table: 
Table of Data Analysis Form 
NO 
Source Language 
(SL) 
Target Language 
(TL) 
Imperative 
Sentences 
1 Keep your car. Simpanlah mobilmu. √ 
2 I am ready Aku siap. X 
3    
 
 
2. Taxonomic Analysis 
Taxonomic analysis is a search for ways included terms within 
selected domains may be organized. Selected observations are subsequent 
visits to the field notes and/or to the field of inquiry to expand and verify the 
taxonomic analysis. In this stages, the researcher divided the analysis into the 
following steps: 
a. Describing the subtitling strategies used by the translator in translating the 
imperative sentences in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. The 
researcher determines to use the strategies according to Gottlieb (1997) 
are procedures to analyze and classify how translation equivalence works. 
b. Encoding the data 
Each of the data collected will be given a code, which shows the number 
of the datum, the part from which the imperative sentences and its 
translation taken.  
For example:  
Code: 1/ISWS/TF/F8 
1 : Number of the datum 
ISWS : Kind of Imperative sentence. There are four kinds of imperative 
sentence in this research. ISWS: Imperative Sentence With 
Subject or Without Subject, ISWL: Imperative Sentence With 
Let, NIS: Negative Imperative Sentence, DWIS: Do With 
Imperative Sentence. 
TF : The type of subtitling strategy. There are ten types of subtitling 
strategy. TF: Transfer, EX: Expansion, IM: Imitation, PR: 
Paraphrase, TS: Transcription, DS: Dislocation, CD: 
Condensation, DM: Decimation, DL: Deletion, RS: Resignation. 
F8 : The name of movie (Fate of the Furious 2017) 
 
Based on those steps, the data analysis form can be seen in the 
following table: 
Table of Data Analysis Form 
Data 
Code 
Source 
Language 
(SL) 
Target 
Language 
(TL) 
Context of 
Situation 
Imperative 
Sentences 
Subtitling 
Strategy 
1/ISWS/
TF/F8 
     
      
      
 
 
 
3. Componential Analysis 
Componential analysis is a search for ways of distinguishing among 
the included terms in each selected domain, as a means of understanding why 
participants distinguish among the terms. In this stages, the data analysis 
form can be seen in the following table: 
Table of Data Analysis Form 
Imperative 
Sentence 
Subtitling 
Strategy 
Translation Equivalence of Subtitle 
Functionally 
Equivalence 
Semantic Error Stylistic 
Error Minor Standard Serious 
       
       
       
 
 
4. Cultural Theme Analysis 
Cultural theme analysis is an analysis derived from domain, 
taxonomic, and component analysis to form the relationship pattern of all 
components. In this stage, the researcher would see the dominant translation 
strategy used in delivering the materials and the quality of the translation of 
the subtitle in the data. The data tabulation would be presented in the 
following table: 
Table of Data Tabulation Form 
No. Strategy Frequency Percentage 
1.    
2.    
3.    
Total:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
In this chapter, the researcher presents the analysis of the data. The 
researcher divides this chapter into two parts. The first part of this chapter is 
research findings and the second part is the discussion of the data. The 
discussions discuss about the strategy used by the translator in subtitling 
imperative sentence and the translation equivalence of imperative sentence 
subtitle with the target language in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
In this research, there are 79 data belong to imperative sentence found 
in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. The data were divided into four 
types of imperative sentence based on Quirk’s theory. Thus, the researcher 
found 61 data belong to Imperative with or without subject, 10 data belong to 
Imperative sentence with let, 7 data belong to Negative imperative sentence, 
and 1 datum belong to Imperative sentence with do.  
1. The Subtitling Strategy of Imperative Sentence 
Subtitling strategy is the technique used by the translator to render 
the message of the source language into the target language as well as 
possible. In this part, the researcher presents the data findings of this 
research related to the strategy used by the translator in subtitling the 
imperative sentence in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. 
In this research, the researcher used the theory proposed by Gotlieb 
(1992) to analyze the subtitling strategy of imperative sentence. Gotlieb 
divided the strategy into ten kinds. Those strategies are Transfer, Paraphrase, 
Condensation, Deletion, Imitation, Transcription, Dislocation, Decimation, 
Expansion, and Resignation. But, the researcher only found five strategies 
used by the translator in subtitling imperative sentence. 
 From all of the data or 79 data, the researcher found 56 times or 
70.88% belong to Transfer strategy, 10 times or 12.65% belong to 
Paraphrase strategy, 7 times or 8.86% belong to Deletion strategy, 3 times or 
3.79% belong to Condensation strategy, and 3 times or 3.79% belong to 
Imitation strategy. Below are the discussions of each strategy:  
 a. Transfer Strategy 
  Transfer refers to the strategy of translating the source 
language into the target language accurately and completely. In this 
research, Transfer is the most frequent strategy in translating 
imperative sentence. Transfer is used in the data with 70.88 % or 56 
times. It is applied 44 times in imperative sentence with or without 
subject, 8 times in imperative sentence with let, 3 times in negative 
imperative sentence, and 1 time in Do with imperative sentence. Below 
are the examples in applying transfer strategy with the type of 
imperative sentence. 
 
 
1. Transfer Strategy of Imperative Sentence With or Without Subject 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
032/ISWS/TF/F8 
Chipher:  
Find something! 
Chipher:  
Cari sesuatu! 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Dom is 
working a mission for Chipher. In the same time, Chipher and her 
assistant are monitoring him from the camera in her privacy plane. 
Suddenly, Dom is lost from the camera. Chipher worries about that 
situation and wants to find him. Then, she commands her employee to 
show the visual about him in the camera by saying “find something!”. 
 The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with or without a subject. In this scene, Chipher wants to look for 
Dom who gets lost from the camera. Then, she commands her 
employee to find him from the camera. Here, the translator translates 
“Find something!” into “Cari sesuatu!” in the target language. 
Literally, the meaning of find something is temukan sesuatu. Then, 
based on the context of the movie, the meaning of find something 
becomes cari sesuatu because Chipher wants her employee to look for 
something about Dom. In this case, the translator conveys the message 
of source language well and completely in the target language. 
Therefore, it is classified as Transfer because the meaning of source 
language is rendered well without adding or deleting. The sentence 
“Find something!” is translated into “Cari sesuatu!” in the target 
language. 
2. Transfer Strategy of Imperative Sentence With Let 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
025/ISWL/TF/F8 Chipher: Let’s go. Chipher: Ayo pergi. 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Chipher and 
Dom come to the Mr.Nobody’s place. They want to take the God eye 
from Mr.Nobody. After they got it, Chipher asks Dom to go way from 
that place by saying “let’s go!”. 
 The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with let. In this scene, Chipher asks Dom to go from the place they are 
in. Here, the translator translates “Let’s go.” into “Ayo pergi.” in the 
target language. Literally, the meaning of source language let’s go is 
mari pergi. Then based on the context of the movie, the meaning of 
source language becomes ayo pergi. In this case, the translator 
conveys the message of source language well and completely in the 
target language. Therefore, it is classified as Transfer because the 
meaning of source language is rendered well without adding or 
deleting. The sentence “Let’s go.” is translated into “Ayo pergi.” in the 
target language. 
 
 
3. Transfer Strategy of Negative Imperative Sentence 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
028/NIS/TF/F8 
Little Nobody:  
Don’t call me that. 
Little Nobody: Jangan 
panggil aku begitu. 
  
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Hobbs and 
his team are in the room with Mr. Nobody and his assistant. Hobbs 
and his team do not know the name of Mr. Nobody’s assistant. Then, 
Roman calls him as Little Nobody. But, Little Nobody does not like 
with that name. Therefore, Little Nobody gets anger and says “Don’t 
call me that.” to Roman. 
 The utterance above is classified as the negative imperative 
sentence.  In this scene, Little Nobody warns Roman not to call him as 
Little Nobody. Here, the translator translates “Don’t call me that.” into 
“Jangan panggil aku begitu.” in the target language. Literally, the 
meaning of source language don’t call me that is jangan panggil aku 
itu. Then based on the context of the movie, the meaning of source 
language becomes jangan panggil aku begitu. In this case, the 
translator conveys the message of source language well and 
completely in the target language. Therefore, it is classified as 
Transfer because the meaning of source language is rendered well 
without adding or deleting. The sentence “Don’t call me that.” is 
translated into “Jangan panggil aku begitu.” in the target language.  
4. Transfer Strategy of Do With Imperative Sentence 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
027/DWIS/TF/F8 
Chipher: Do with it as 
you wish. 
Chipher: Lakukan 
sesukamu. 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Dom and 
Chipher are debating on the plane. Chipher gives the pistol to Dom. 
She tells him that he may do anything he wants. Then, Dom takes the 
pistol at her forehead but not shoot it. In the same time, Chipher lets 
him to do anything he wants by saying “Do with it as you wish”. 
 The utterance above is classified as the do with imperative 
sentence. In this scene, Chipher gives the pistol to Dom and 
commands him to do anything he wants. Here, the translator translates 
“Do with it as you wish.” into “Lakukan sesukamu.” in the target 
language. Literally, the meaning of source language do with it as you 
wish is Lakukan seperti yang kamu mau. Then based on the context of 
the movie, the meaning of source language becomes lakukan 
sesukamu. In this case, the translator conveys the message of source 
language well and completely in the target language. Therefore, it is 
classified as Transfer because the meaning of source language is 
rendered well without adding or deleting. The sentence “Do with it as 
you wish.” is translated into “Lakukan sesukamu.” in the target 
language. 
b. Paraphrase Strategy 
  Paraphrase is resorted to in cases where the phraseology of the 
original cannot be reconstructed in the same syntactic way in the target 
language. In this research, Paraphrase is used in the data with 12.66% or 
10 times. It is applied 6 times in imperative sentence with or without 
subject, 2 times in imperative sentence with let, and 2 times in negative 
imperative sentence. Below are the examples in applying paraphrase 
strategy with the type of imperative sentence. 
1. Paraphrase Strategy of Imperative Sentence With or Without 
Subject 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
010/ISOS/PR/F8 
Little Nobody: Give 
me a break. 
Little Nobody: 
Lepaskan aku. 
  
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Hobbs gets 
angry suddenly and strangles Little Nobody’s neck. Then, Mr.Nobody 
requests Hobbs to free Little Nobody by saying “Now, come on, give 
him a break!”. But Hobbs still strangles Little Nobody’s neck. After 
that Little Nobody begs Hobbs to free him by saying “Give me a 
break.”  
 The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with or without a subject. In this scene, Little Nobody asks Hobbs to 
free him from his strangle. Here, the translator translates “Give me a 
break” into “Lepaskan aku” in the target language. Literally, the 
meaning of source language give me a break is beri aku istirahat. If it 
is translated into “Beri aku istirahat”, it will make the viewer 
misunderstanding with the plot of movie. Because based on the 
context of movie, the meaning of source language is the actor asks the 
audience to get his strangle off. Therefore, the translator prefers 
translating give me a break into lepaskan aku in the target language to 
make the viewer understanding the plot of movie easily. In this case, it 
is classified as Paraphrase because the translator does not use the same 
syntactic rules in their translation. Although using the paraphrase 
strategy, the translator conveys the message of source language well in 
the target language.   
2. Paraphrase Strategy of Imperative Sentence With Let 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
051/ISWL/PR/F8 
Chipher: Let’s take 
this baby for a spin. 
Chipher: Kita nyala-
kan kapalnya. 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Dom gets in 
the Barrack of Russia to work a mission commanded by Chipher. The 
mission is to hacking the system of submarine in the Barack of Russia. 
After Dom succeeded breaking that system, Chipher commands her 
employee to take a control the submarine by saying “Let’s take this 
baby for a spin.” 
 The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with let. In this scene, Chipher wants to take the submarine out from 
its place. Then, she commands her employee to take the control of 
submarine. Here, the translator translates “Let’s take this baby for a 
spin” into “Kita nyalakan kapalnya.” in the target language. Literally, 
the meaning of source language let’s take this baby for a spin is ayo 
kita bawa baby ini untuk berputar. If it is translated into ayo kita bawa 
baby ini untuk berputar, it will make the viewer misunderstanding 
with the plot of movie. Because based on the context of movie, the 
meaning of source language is the actor wants the audience to move 
the submarine from its place. Therefore, the translator prefers 
translating let’s take this baby for a spin into kita nyalakan kapalnya. 
in the target language to make the viewer understanding the plot of 
movie easily. In this case, it is classified as Paraphrase because the 
translator does not use the same syntactic rules in their translation. 
Although using the paraphrase strategy, the translator conveys the 
message of source language well in the target language. 
3. Paraphrase Strategy of Negative Imperative Sentence 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
067/NIS/PR/F8 
Deckard: Don’t go 
getting any ideas. 
Deckard: Jangan aneh-
aneh. 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Deckard and 
Owen succeeded entering to the Chiper’s privacy plane. They are on 
the working a mission to save Dom’s son. In the plane, Owen looks 
interested of the plane as if he wants to do something. But, Deckard 
warns him not to do something strange by saying “Don’t go getting 
any ideas.”. It is because Owen had a bad experience about plane in 
the past. 
 The utterance above is classified as the negative imperative 
sentence. In this scene, Deckard Shaw warns Owen not to do 
something strange on the plane. Here, the translator translates “Don’t 
go getting any ideas” into “Jangan aneh-aneh.” in the target language. 
Literally, the meaning of source language don’t go getting any ideas is 
jangan pergi mencari ide-ide lain. If it is translated into “Jangan pergi 
mencari ide-ide lain”, it will make the viewer misunderstanding with 
the plot of movie. Because based on the context of movie, the meaning 
of source language is the actor wants the audience not to something 
strange that can make the mission failed. Therefore, the translator 
prefers translating don’t go getting any ideas into jangan aneh-aneh. 
in the target language to make the viewer understanding the plot of 
movie easily. In this case, it is classified as Paraphrase because the 
translator does not use the same syntactic rules in their translation. 
Although using the paraphrase strategy, the translator conveys the 
message of source language well in the target language. 
c. Deletion strategy 
  Deletion refers to the total elimination of parts of a text. It 
deletes full element, such as a line of dialogue, or a word from a 
sentence or a line of dialogue or utterance from source language 
speech into the target language subtitle. In this research, Deletion is 
used in the data with 8.86% or 7 times. It is applied 5 times in 
imperative sentence with or without subject, and 2 times in negative 
imperative sentence. Below are the examples in applying deletion 
strategy with the type of imperative sentence. 
1. Deletion Strategy of Imperative Sentence With or Without Subject 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
074/ISWS/DL/F8 
Chipher: Someone, 
give me something! 
Chipher: Beri aku 
sesuatu! 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Chipher gets 
frustrated in her privacy plane. It occurs because Dom has come back 
to his team after he killed Rhodes. In the same time, Deckard 
succeeded to save Dom’s son. That situation makes Chipher anger. 
Then, Chipher commands her employees to do something for her by 
saying “Someone, give me something!.  
The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with or without a subject. In this scene, Chipher commands her 
employee to give her something to take Deckard down.. Here, the 
translator translates “Someone, give me something” into “Beri aku 
sesuatu” in the target language. In this case, the meaning of 
“Someone” in the source language is not translated by the translator. 
The translator considers that the meaning of source language will not 
be lost although the word “Someone” is not translated. Because based 
on the context of movie, it does not make the viewer misunderstanding 
with the plot of movie. The meaning of source language is rendered 
well although the word someone is deleted. Therefore, the translator 
prefers deleting the word someone in the target language. In this case, 
it is classified as Deletion because there is a deletion of the word in the 
target language done by the translator.  
2. Deletion Strategy of Negative Imperative Sentence 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
073/NIS/DL/F8 
Chipher: Don’ let him 
get off this plane! 
Chipher: Jangan 
biarkan dia kabur! 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Chipher sees 
that Deckard takes Dom’s son in her privacy plane. She gets angry and 
commands her employees to catch him. She does not want him to 
bring Dom’s son get off of her plane. Therefore, she commands her 
employees not to let him get off of her plane by saying “Don’t let him 
get off this plane!”.    
The utterance above is classified as the negative imperative 
sentence. In this scene, Chipher does not want Deckard take the baby 
from her privacy plane. Then, she commands her employee to get him 
and not to let him get off from her plane. Here, the translator translates 
“Don’t let him get off this plane” into “Jangan biarkan dia kabur” in 
the target language. In this case, the meaning of “this plane” in the 
source language is not translated by the translator. The translator 
considers that the meaning of source language will not be lost 
although the word this plane is not translated. Because based on the 
context of movie, it does not make the viewer misunderstanding with 
the plot of movie. The meaning of source language is rendered well 
although the word this plane is deleted. Therefore, the translator 
prefers deleting the word this plane in the target language. In this case, 
it is classified as Deletion because there is a deletion of the word in the 
target language done by the translator. 
d. Condensation Strategy 
  Condensation refers to the shortening of the text in the least 
obstructive way possible. It used by the translators if there is over-
lengthy dialogue so those translators use necessitate redundant 
information and thus increases coherence for the viewer. In this 
research, Condensation is used in the data with 3.79% or 3 times. All 
of the data are applied in imperative sentence without subject. Below is 
the example in applying condensation strategy with the type of 
imperative sentence. 
1. Condensation Strategy of Imperative Sentence With or Without 
Subject 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
009/ISWS/DL/F8 
Mr.Nobody: Now 
come on, give him a 
break. 
Mr.Nobody: Lepaskan 
dia. 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Mr.Nobody 
and his assistant have a conversation with Hobbs in front of the prison. 
They are negotiating about a crime done by Hobbs in Berlin. Hobbs 
will be free of his crime if he agrees it. But, Hobbs refuses that offer 
and choses to finish it in the court. After that, Little Nobody forces 
him to do it for his daughter. Hobbs gets angry suddenly and strangles 
Little Nobody’s neck. Then, Mr.Nobody requests Hobbs to free Little 
Nobody by saying “Now come on, give him a break.”.   
The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with or without a subject. In this scene, Mr.Nobody persuades Hobbs 
to free his assistant. Then, he commands him to get off his strangle. 
Here, the translator translates “Now come on, give him a break.” into 
“Lepaskan dia.” in the target language. In this case, there are two 
imperative sentences spoken by the actor, come on and give him a 
break. But, the translator prefers doing shortening of the meaning in 
the source language. The translator considers that the command of 
now come on is unnecessary to translate. Because based on the context 
of movie, it does not make the viewer misunderstanding with the plot 
of movie. The meaning of source language is rendered well although 
the translator prefers doing shortening. Therefore, it is classified as 
Condensation because there is a shortening of the command in the 
target language done by the translator. 
e. Imitation Strategy 
  Imitation maintains the same forms, typically with names of 
people and places. It produces an identical expression in the target 
language. This strategy can be applied to proper nouns or greetings. In 
this research, imitation is used in the data with 3.79% or 3 times. All of 
the data are applied in imperative sentence with or without subject. 
Below is the example in applying imitation strategy of the type of 
imperative sentence. 
1. Imitation Strategy of Imperative Sentence With or Without Subject 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
030/ISWS/IM/F8 
Mr.Nobody: Have a 
ball in the Big Apple. 
Mr.Nobody: Selamat 
berpesta di Big Apple. 
 
 The datum above is presented on the scene when Mr.Nobody 
and his partners are still trying to track Dom’s location. They try to 
arrange each event related to Dom before. In the same time, Deckard 
is trying to find the location by using a device. Finally, Deckard finds 
that Dom is in New York. Then, Mr.Nobody commands his assistant 
to prepare the chopper. And It purposes to fight against Dom in the 
New York. 
 The utterance above is classified as the imperative sentence 
with or without a subject. In this scene, Mr.Nobody commands his 
partners to get ready against Dom in New York. Here, the translator 
translates “Have a ball in the Big Apple.” into “Selamat berpesta di 
Big Apple.” in the target language. In this case, the translator does not 
translate the word “Big Apple” into the target language. The meaning 
of word “Big Apple” is a name of city in America. If it is translated 
into “Apel Besar”, it will make the viewer misunderstanding with the 
plot of movie. Therefore, the translator prefers imitating the word “Big 
Apple” not to make the viewer misunderstanding with the plot of 
movie. The meaning of source language is rendered well although the 
translator prefers imitating the word of “Big Apple”. In this case, it is 
classified as Imitation because there is an imitation of the proper name 
in its translation.  
 
2. The Translation Equivalence of Imperative Sentence Subtitle 
 In this research, the researcher used the theory proposed by Pedersen 
(2017) to analyze the translation equivalence of imperative sentence subtitle 
with the target language. Pedersen (2017) divided the type of translation 
equivalence into two degrees. Those degrees are the functionally equivalent 
and Equivalence error subtitle. The functionally equivalent subtitle means 
that what is the actor’s meant is conveyed well by the translator. In 
translation equivalence error, the types are divided into two errors. They are 
semantic error and stylistic error. The semantic error consists of minor error, 
standard error, and serious error.   
From all of the data or 79 data, the researcher found 78 data or 98.73% 
belong to the functionally equivalent subtitle, 1 datum or 1.27% belongs to 
the stylistic equivalence error subtitle. Below are the discussions of each 
type: 
a. Functionally Equivalent 
  Functionally equivalent means that a subtitle conveys what is 
said or what is meant by the actor. In this research, most of subtitle 
belongs to functionally equivalent with 78 data or 98.73%. Below are 
the discussions of functionally equivalent: 
1. Functionally Equivalent Subtitle of Imperative Sentence With or 
Without Subject 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
041/ISWS/TF/F8 
Chipher: Get out of 
there, Dom. 
Chipher: Pergi dari 
sana, Dom. 
 
The datum above is presented on the scene when Dom is 
working a mission for Chipher. In the same time, Chipher and her 
assistant are monitoring him from the camera in her privacy plane. 
After Dom has succeeded working the mission, she commands Dom to 
go from his place by saying “Get out of there, Dom.” 
From the table above, the source language is spoken by 
Chipher to commands Dom go from his place. Here, the translator 
translates “Get out of there, Dom.” into “Pergi dari sana, Dom.” in the 
target language. Based on the context of the movie, the message of 
source language is conveyed well by the translator. There is no error in 
semantic or stylistic which makes the viewer misunderstanding with 
the plot of movie. Therefore, the translation equivalence of source 
language with the target language is functionally equivalent. 
2. Functionally Equivalent Subtitle of Imperative Sentence With Let 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
049/ISWL/PR/F8 
Chipher: Let's take 
these defenses down. 
Chipher: Kita matikan 
pertahanannya. 
 
The datum above is presented on the scene when Dom will get 
in the Barrack of Russia to work a mission commanded by Chipher. 
The mission is to hacking the system of submarine in the Barack of 
Russia. They have to use the EMP to break the defenses system of that 
place. Therefore, Chipher commands her employee to prepare the 
EMP for Dom. After the EMP is ready, she commands to use it by 
saying “Let's take these defenses down”.   
From the table above, the source language is spoken by 
Chipher to command Dom to break the defenses of enemy by using 
the EMP. Here, the translator translates “Let's take these defenses 
down” into “Kita matikan pertahanannya” in the target language. 
Based on the context of the movie, the message of source language is 
conveyed well by the translator. There is no error in semantic or 
stylistic which makes the viewer misunderstanding with the plot of 
movie. Therefore, the translation equivalence of source language with 
the target language is functionally equivalent. 
3. Functionally Equivalent Subtitle of Negative Imperative Sentence  
Data number Source Language Target Language 
016/NIS/TF/F8 
Letty:  
Don't think we've 
forgotten everything 
that you've done. 
Letty: 
Jangan pikir kami 
lupa semua 
perbuatanmu. 
 
The datum above is presented on the scene when Hobbs and 
his team are at Mr.Nobody’s place. Suddenly, Deckard comes to its 
room to work together with them. But Hobbs and his team mind about 
it. They still consider that Deckard as their enemy. Then, Letty says to 
Deckard “Don't think we've forgotten everything that you've done.”. It 
purposes to remind Deckard about what he has done in the past.   
From the table above, the source language is spoken by Letty 
to warn Deckard Shaw not to forget what he has done in the past. 
Here, the translator translates “Don't think we've forgotten everything 
that you've done.” into “Jangan pikir kami lupa semua perbuatanmu.” 
in the target language. Based on the context of the movie, the message 
of source language is conveyed well by the translator. There is no error 
in semantic or stylistic which makes the viewer misunderstanding with 
the plot of movie. Therefore, the translation equivalence of source 
language with the target language is functionally equivalent. 
4. Functionally Equivalent Subtitle of Do With Imperative Sentence  
Data number Source Language Target Language 
027/DWIS/PR/F8 
Chipher: Do with it as 
you wish. 
Chipher: Lakukan 
sesukamu. 
 
The datum above is presented on the scene when Dom and 
Chipher are debating on the plane. Chipher gives the pistol to Dom. 
She tells him that he may do anything he wants. Then, Dom takes the 
pistol at her forehead but not shoot it. In the same time, Chipher lets 
him to do anything he wants by saying “Do with it as you wish.”.  
From the table above, the source language is spoken by 
Chipher to command Dom doing something he wants. Here, the 
translator translates “Do with it as you wish.” into “Lakukan 
sesukamu.” in the target language. Based on the context of the movie, 
the message of source language is conveyed well by the translator. 
There is no error in semantic or stylistic which makes the viewer 
misunderstanding with the plot of movie. Therefore, the translation 
equivalence of source language with the target language is functionally 
equivalent. 
b. Stylistic Equivalence Error of Subtitle 
  Stylistic equivalence error is not as serious as semantic 
equivalence error. For instance, the erroneous term of address, using 
the wrong register, or any other use of language that is out of tune with 
the style of the original. In this research, the researcher found 1 datum 
or 1.27% belong to stylistic equivalence error subtitle. Below are the 
discussions of stylistic error: 
1. Stylistic Error Subtitle of Imperative Sentence With Let 
Data number Source Language Target Language 
003/ISWL/TF/F8 Hobbs: Let's go, girls! 
Hobbs: Maju, anak-
anak! 
 
The datum above is presented on the scene when Hobbs is 
accompanying his daughter playing football with her friends. The Red 
Dragon, the team of his daughter matches against the Pink Butterflies. 
He does not only accompany her daughter but also become the coach 
of The Red Dragon. Before the match started, He gives some 
motivations to the team. After that, He gives the instruction to start the 
match by saying “Let’s go, girls”. 
From the table above, the source language is spoken by Hobbs 
to instruct his daughter and her friends to against the rival. Here, the 
translator translates “Let's go, girls” into “Maju, anak-anak” in the 
target language. Based on the context of the movie, the message of 
source language is not conveyed well by the translator. There is an 
error in stylistic term. The word “girls” is translated into Anak-anak by 
the translator. In this case, the translation of source language does not 
make the viewer misunderstanding with the plot of movie. But it 
becomes error in stylistic term of address. Because the word “girls” is 
the term of address which means gadis.  
 
B. Discussion 
  In this part, the researcher discusses about the relationship between the 
first question and the second question of this research. The first question is, 
Whatare the subtitling strategies of imperative sentence found in the Fate of the 
Furious 2017 (F8) movie? In this question, the researcher used the theory of 
subtitling strategy proposed by Gotlieb (1992). The second question is, How is 
the translation equivalence of imperative sentence subtitle with the target 
language in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie? In this question, the 
researcher used the theory of translation equivalence proposed by Pedersen 
(2017). The researcher presents the table of the finding analysis below: 
Table 1. 
Actor 
Subtitling Strategy 
Trf Par Del Con Imi 
Fe Ee Fe Ee Fe Ee Fe Ee Fe Ee 
Chiper 18 - 6 - 4 - - - 1 - 
Dom 5 - - - 1 - - - - - 
Letty 2 - - - - - - - - - 
Hobbs 12 1 - - 1 - - - - - 
Roman 3 - 1 - - - - - - - 
Tej 3 - - - - - - - 1 - 
Ramsey - - - - 1 - - - - - 
Nobody 4 - - - - - 1 - 1 - 
Little 3 - 1 - - - 2 - - - 
Deckard 3 - 2 - - - - - - - 
Owen 1 - - - - - - - - - 
Ellena 1 - - - - - - - - - 
 
  Based on the table above, it can be seen that transfer strategy has 
55 data belong to the functionally equivalent and 1 datum belong to the 
stylistic error; Paraphrase strategy has 10 data belong to the functionally 
equivalent; deletion strategy has 7 data belong to the functional equivalent; 
condensation strategy has 3 data belong to the functionally equivalent; and 
Imitation strategy has 3 data belong to the functional equivalent. From the 
research finding, the most dominant strategy is transfer strategy and the 
dominant translation equivalence of subtitle with the target language is the 
functionally equivalent. In this case, the researcher found the correlation 
between the most dominant strategy used by the translator and the most 
translation equivalence of subtitle. 
  The most dominant strategy used by the translator is transfer and 
the most translation equivalence of subtitle is functionally equivalent. 
Transfer is strategy which is conducted to encode the message to the target 
language. In delivering the message, the translator does not need to add or 
reduce the information contains in the source language. Functionally 
equivalent is subtitle which does not have an error in term of semantic or 
stylistic error. In other word, the message of source language is conveyed 
well to the target language by the translator. From that explanation, it can be 
concluded that the translator supports to the message in translating 
imperative sentence.  
  In this research, the most of source language is translated by using 
transfer strategy. It occurs because there are some factors. The first factor is 
that the translator wants to convey the message of imperative sentence 
without adding or deleting. The second factor is that the translator wants the 
viewer understanding the plot of movie easily and does not want the viewer 
misunderstanding with the plot of movie. Then, the most of translation 
equivalence with the target language is functionally equivalent. It occurs 
because when the source language is translated using transfer strategy, the 
subtitle will be functionally equivalent. 
  From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the transfer 
strategy is relevant with the functionally equivalent subtitle in the movie. It 
occurs because when the source language is translated by using transfer 
strategy, the message of source language will be rendered well in the target 
language and there is no error in semantic and the translation equivalence of 
source language with the target language will be functionally equivalent. 
Therefore, it is the relationship between the most dominant strategy and the 
most dominant translation equivalence with the target language. 
Table 2. 
Actor 
Subtitling Strategy 
Transfer Paraphrase Deletion Condensation Imitation 
ws Wl ni dw Ws wl Ni Dw ws wl Ni Dw ws wl ni dw ws wl ni dw 
Chipher 15 2 - 1 4 2 - - 3 - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 
Dom 5 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 
Hobbs 9 4 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 
Letty 1 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Roman 1 1 1 - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Tej 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 
Nobody 4 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 
Little 1 1 1 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - 
Shaw 2 1 - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Owen 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Ramsey - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
Ellena 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Based on the table above, it can be seen that imperative sentence with 
or without subject has 59 data which 43 data are translated by transfer, 5 data 
are translated by paraphrase, 5 data are translated by deletion, 3 data are 
translated by condensation, and 3 data are translated by imitation;imperative 
sentence with let has 13 data which 9 data are translated by transfer, 3 data 
are translated by paraphrase, and 1 datum is translated by deletion;negative 
imperative sentence has 6 data which 3 data are translated by transfer, 2 data 
are translated by paraphrase, 1 datum is translated by deletion;and do with 
imperative sentence has only 1 datum which is translated by transfer. From 
the research finding, the actor prefers using imperative sentence with or 
without subject in giving command to the audience and most of imperative 
sentence with or without subject are translated using transfer strategy by the 
translator. In this case, the researcher found the correlation between the most 
imperative sentence and the strategy used by the translator. 
Imperative sentence is related to a boss in giving a command. There 
are two types of participants who deliver the imperative sentence found in the 
Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie. The first participant places herself as 
the leader who organizes the employees. The second participant leads the 
team by positioning himself as a friend. However, the different positioning 
rolled by the participants does not influence much on the form of the 
imperative sentence delivered by them. Based on that reason, the focus 
message is focused to the form V1+Complement. In this case, the translator 
prefers translating the imperative sentences delivered by the participants by 
using transfer strategy. Therefore, the most dominant strategy used by the 
translator in the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie is Transfer. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
The researcher will present several conclusions about the result of 
the analysis in this research. The conclusions of this research as 
follows: 
1. In the Fate of the Furious 2017 (F8) movie, the researcher found 
79 data belong to imperative sentence. The researcher used the 
theory of Gotlieb to analyze the subtitling strategy. In this 
research, the researcher found 56 data belong to Transfer 
strategy, 10 data belong to Paraphrase strategy, 7 data belong to 
Deletion strategy, 3 data belong to Condensation strategy, and 3 
data belong to Imitation strategy. From the research, the most 
dominant strategy is transfer strategy found in the Fate of the 
Furious 2017 (F8) movie. It means that the translator leans to the 
message in translating imperative sentence found in the movie.  
2.  For the translation equivalence of subtitle with the target 
language, the dominant translation equivalence of subtitle is the 
functionally equivalent subtitle. The researcher found that 78 
data belong to the functionally equivalent subtitle, and 1 datum 
to the stylistic equivalence error subtitle. It can be concluded that 
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the translator has good ability to translate the imperative 
sentence in this movie.  
 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the result of the research, the researcher would like to 
suggest that:  
1. Suggestion for the other researcher 
The researcher hopes this research can be a motivation to make 
the better research about subtitling and the translation 
equivalence of the subtitle in the movie.  
2. Suggestion for the translator 
The translator has good ability in subtitling of this movie. The 
researcher hopes that the translator improves their skill in 
translating subtitle in the movie.  
 
THE DATA AND ANALYSIS 
DATUM CONTEXT OF SITUATION 
 
No. Datum 001/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Keep your car. 
Target Language: 
Simpanlah mobilmu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Dominic Toretto) 
Dom has won the race against Raldo as 
the local racer in Cuba. Then, Raldo gives 
his respect and car to Dom because of 
their deal before. But, Dom just wants the 
respect from him. Therefore, Dom asks 
Raldo to keep his car by saying “Keep 
your car.”. 
 
No. Datum 002/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Look at that smile. 
Target Language: 
Lihatlah senyum itu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Letty) 
Letty and Dom is doing honeymoon in 
Havana. They are kissing in the bedroom 
at the night. Dom looks so happy of that 
ambience and smile happily. Letty looks 
so unnerved of Dom’s smile and asks him 
to look his smile by saying “Look at that 
smile.”. 
 
No. Datum 003/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's go, girls! 
Target Language: 
Maju, anak-anak! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Stylistic Equivalence Error 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs is accompanying his daughter 
playing football with her friends. The Red 
Dragon, the team of his daughter matches 
against the Pink Butterflies. He does not 
only accompany her daughter but also 
become the coach of The Red Dragon. 
Before the match started, He gives some 
motivations to the team. After that, He 
gives the instruction to start the match by 
saying “Let’s go, girls!”. 
 
No. Datum 004/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Say it again. 
Target Language: 
Katakan lagi. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs is getting mad because of feeling 
disturbed by the cop. Then Hobbs asks 
that cop to join supporting Red Dragon 
team by saying Go Dragon. The cop 
follows his command. But Hobbs 
commands the cop to say it once more by 
saying “Say it again.”. 
 
No. Datum 005/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Just follow my lead! 
Target Language: 
Ikuti arahanku! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Tej Parker) 
Tej and his team are driving the car after 
taking the EMP in Berlin. But they are 
pursued by the local cop. Then, Tej 
commands his team to follow his 
instruction by saying “Just follow my 
lead!”. 
 
No. Datum 006/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Tej, drop it! 
 
Target Language: 
Tej, jatuhkan! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Dominic Toretto) 
Dom and his team are driving the cars in 
the road. But, they are pursued by the 
local cops after taking the EMP from 
them. Then, Dom commands Tej to drop 
the big ball in the street to attack the local 
cops by saying “Tej, drop it!” 
 No. Datum 007/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Split, now! 
Target Language: 
Berpencar, sekarang! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Dominic Toretto) 
Dom and his team are driving the cars in 
the road. But, they are pursued by the 
local cops after taking the EMP from 
them. Then, Dom commands Tej to drop 
the big ball in the street to attack the local 
cops. After commanding Tej to drop the 
big ball, Dom commands his team to 
avoid the big ball by saying “Split, Now!”. 
 
No. Datum 008/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Meet me at the safe house. 
Target Language: 
Temui aku di tempat persembunyian. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Dom and his team are free of the local 
cop’s pursuing. Therefore, they scatter 
each other to avoid the local cop’s 
pursuing for the second time. In the same 
time, Hobbs instructs them to meet him at 
the safe house. By saying “Meet me at the 
safe house.” 
 No. Datum 009/ISWS/CD/F8 
Source Language: 
Come on, give him a break. 
Target Language: 
Lepaskan dia. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Condensation 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Mr.Nobody) 
Mr.Nobody and his assistant have a 
conversation with Hobbs in front of the 
prison. They are negotiating about a crime 
done by Hobbs in Berlin. Hobbs will be 
free of his crime if he agrees the 
negotiation. But, Hobbs refuses that offer 
and choses to finish it in the court. After 
that, Little Nobody forces him to do it for 
his daughter. Hobbs gets angry suddenly 
and strangles Little Nobody’s neck. Then, 
Mr.Nobody requests Hobbs to free Little 
Nobody by saying “Ccome on, give him a 
break!”. 
 
No. Datum 010/ISWS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Give me a break. 
Target Language: 
Lepaskan aku. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
 
 
(Little Nobody) 
Hobbs gets angry suddenly and strangles 
Little Nobody’s neck. Then, Mr.Nobody 
requests Hobbs to free Little Nobody by 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent saying “Come on, give him a break!”. But 
Hobbs still strangles Little Nobody’s neck. 
After that Little Nobody begs Hobbs to 
free him by saying “Give me a break.” 
 
No. Datum 011/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Know your audience. 
Target Language: 
Kenali lawan bicaramu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Mr.Nobody) 
Little Nobody has fallen down on the floor 
after Hobbs takes off his stranglehold. 
Then, Mr.Nobody comes to help him 
standing. After that, Mr.Nobody suggests 
him to be careful in conversation with the 
new person by saying “know your 
audience.”. 
 
No. Datum 012/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Be who you are. 
Target Language: 
Jadilah dirimu sendiri. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher and Dom are having a 
conversation on the plane. They are 
talking about something happening. In the 
last conversation, Chipher commands 
Dom to be himself by saying “Be who you 
are.”. 
 
No. Datum 013/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Stop him! 
Target Language: 
Hentikan dia ! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and Deckard are in the jail. 
Suddenly, the doors of jail are opened. 
Then, Deckard runs to go out from the 
Jail. Hobbs does not want him go out from 
the jail. Therefore, he commands the cops 
to stop Deckard by saying “stop him!” 
 
No. Datum 014/ISWS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Don't let him get away! 
Target Language: 
Jangan sampai kabur ! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Deletion 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and Deckard are in the jail. 
Suddenly, the doors of jail are opened. 
Then, Deckard runs to go out from the 
Jail. Hobbs does not want him go out from 
the jail. Therefore, he commands the cops 
to stop Deckard by saying “stop him!” and 
saying “Don't let him get away!”. 
 
 No. Datum 015/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Keep waiting, bitch. 
Target Language: 
Teruslah menunggu, keparat. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs is still in the jail with some 
criminal. Suddenly, there is criminal who 
comes to Hobbs bringing the knife. The 
criminal says that he has waited for killing 
Hobbs. But Hobbs takes the criminal’s 
knife and kill him while saying “Keep 
waiting, bitch!”.   
 
No. Datum 016/NIS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Don't think we've forgotten everything that 
you've done. 
Target Language: 
Jangan pikir kami lupa semua perbuatanmu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Negative imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Letty) 
Hobbs and his team are at Mr.Nobody’s 
place. Suddenly, Deckard comes to its 
room to work together with them. But 
Hobbs and his team mind about it. They 
still consider that Deckard as their enemy. 
Then, Letty says to Deckard “Don't think 
we've forgotten everything that you've 
done.”. It purposes to remind Deckard 
about what he has done in the past. 
 No. Datum 017/ISWL/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's get one thing clear. 
Target Language: 
Biar kuperjelas satu hal. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Deckard Shaw) 
Deckard is at Mr.Nobody’s room with 
Hobbs’s team. Hobbs’s team mind about 
his arrival. They think that he comes to 
work together with them. But, Deckard 
comes not to work together with them. 
Therefore, he wants to explain about his 
arrival by saying “Let's get one thing 
clear.”. 
 
No. Datum 018/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Use God's Eye. 
Target Language: 
Gunakan Mata Tuhan. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Roman) 
Roman is leading the discussion in front 
of his partners to track the location of 
Dom. Firstly, He explains about the 
function of God’s eye. Then, he suggests 
his partners to use God’s eye by saying 
“Use Gods eye.”. 
 
 No. Datum 019/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's use it to find Dom. 
Target Language: 
Mari kita gunakan untuk mencari Dom. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Roman) 
Roman is leading the discussion to track 
the location of Dom. Then, He wants to 
use the God Eye because it can track 
everyone around the world. He suggests 
his friends to use it to find Dom by saying 
“Let’s use it to find Dom.”. 
 
No. Datum 020/NIS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Don't tune it out. 
Target Language: 
Jangan berlagak tak dengar. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Negative imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Roman) 
Roman suggests his partners to use the 
God Eye in tracking Dom. Mr.Nobody 
claims that it is the great idea from Roman 
and praises him by saying “Great idea, 
Roman.“. After that, Roman feels so 
boastful of that praise. He boasts it in front 
of Ramsey who is looking at him. But 
Ramsey looks not care as if she did not 
hear that praise. Then, Roman asks her not 
to pretend to hear it by saying “Don’t tune 
it out.”. 
 
No. Datum 021/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Mr. Nobody, let's fire it. 
Target Language: 
Mr. Nobody, mari kita nyalakan ini. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his partners are still discussing 
to track the location of Dom. After they 
are agree with Roman’s suggestion to use 
the God’s eye, Hobbs asks Mr.Nobody to 
turn on the God’s eye by saying “Mr. 
Nobody, let's fire it.”. 
 
No. Datum 022/ISWS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Wait a second. 
Target Language: 
Tunggu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Deletion 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Ramsey) 
Ramsey and Tej are using the God Eye to 
track the location of Dom. Hobbs, Letty, 
Roman, Mr. Nobody, Little Nobody, and 
Deckard also join watching it. They all are 
focusing on the screen which displays the 
spot of Dom’s location. Then, the first 
spot shows that Dom is in London. 
Therefore, they think that Dom is clearly 
in London. Suddenly, the other spots 
appear on the screen at the same time. 
Then, Ramsey requests her friends to wait 
for it by saying “Wait a second.”. 
 
No. Datum 023/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Watch these two. 
Target Language: 
Lihat dua orang ini. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Mr.Nobody) 
The God Eye is getting error. Then, 
Mr.Nobody is waiting for Tej and Ramsey 
to find the solution. After they get the 
solution, Mr.Nobody claims that it is the 
brilliant idea. Then, He wants Little 
Nobody to learn from them by saying 
“Watch these two.” 
 
No. Datum 024/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's try this. 
Target Language: 
Mari kita coba. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Mr.Nobody) 
Tej and Ramsey are using the God Eye to 
find Dom. Unfortunately, the God Eye is 
getting error. Then, Mr.Nobody is waiting 
for Tej and Ramsey to find the solution. 
After they get the solution, Mr.Nobody 
commands to try the solution by saying 
“Let’s try this.”. 
 
No. Datum 025/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's go. 
Target Language: 
Ayo pergi. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher and Dom come to the 
Mr.Nobody’s place. They want to take the 
God eye from Mr.Nobody. After they got 
it, Chipher asks Dom to go way from that 
place by saying “let’s go.” 
 
No. Datum 026/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Just save our son. 
Target Language: 
Selamatkan putra kita. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Ellena) 
Ellena is having conversation with Dom 
on the privacy plane of Chipher. They are 
talking about something happened to them 
and their son. In the last conversation, 
Ellena asks Dom to save their son by 
saying “Just save your son.”. 
 
 
 
 No. Datum 027/DWIS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Do with it as you wish. 
Target Language: 
Lakukan sesukamu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Do with imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom and Chipher are debating on the 
plane. Chipher gives the pistol to Dom. 
She tells him that he may do anything he 
wants. Then, Dom takes the pistol at her 
forehead but not shoot it. In the same time, 
Chipher lets him to do anything he wants 
by saying “Do with it as you wish.”.   
 
No. Datum 028/NIS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Don't call me that. 
Target Language: 
Jangan panggil aku begitu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Negative Imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Little Nobody) 
Hobbs and his team are in the room with 
Mr. Nobody and his assistant. Hobbs and 
his team do not know who the name of 
Mr. Nobody’s assistant is. Then, Roman 
calls him as Little Nobody. But, Little 
Nobody does not like with that name. 
Therefore, Little Nobody gets anger and 
says “Don’t call me that.” to Roman. 
 No. Datum 029/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Fire up the chopper. 
Target Language: 
Siapkan helikopter. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Mr.Nobody) 
Mr.Nobody and his partners are still trying 
to track Dom’s location. They try to 
arrange each event related to Dom before. 
In the same time, Deckard is trying to find 
the location by using a device. Finally, 
Deckard finds that Dom is in New York. 
Then, Mr.Nobody commands his assistant 
to prepare the chopper to go to New York 
by saying “Fire up the chopper.”. 
 
No. Datum 030/ISWS/IM/F8 
Source Language: 
Have a ball in the Big Apple. 
Target Language: 
Selamat berpesta di Big Apple. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Imitation 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Mr.Nobody) 
Mr.Nobody and his partners are still trying 
to track Dom’s location. They try to 
arrange each event related to Dom before. 
In the same time, Deckard is trying to find 
the location by using a device. Finally, 
Deckard finds that Dom is in New York. 
Then, Mr.Nobody commands his assistant 
to prepare the chopper. And It purposes to 
fight against Dom in the New York. 
 
No. Datum 031/ISWS/IM/F8 
Source Language: 
Go choose anything less conspicuous. 
Target Language: 
Cari yang tidak mencolok. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Little Nobody) 
Roman and his partners are in the secret 
place which has many cars. He looks so 
glad of that place. He comes close to the 
yellow car he really like. Suddenly, Little 
Nobody comes to forbid him to choose 
that car. Then, Little Nobody suggests him 
to choose another car which has less 
conspicuous by saying “Go choose 
anything less conspicuous.”. 
 
No. Datum 032/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Find something! 
Target Language: 
Cari sesuatu ! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom is working a mission for Chipher. In 
the same time, Chipher and her assistant 
are monitoring him from the camera in her 
privacy plane. Suddenly, Dom is lost from 
the camera. Chipher worries about that 
situation and wants to find him. Then, she 
commands her employee to show the 
visual about him in the camera by saying 
“find something.”. 
 
No. Datum 033/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Talk to me. 
Target Language: 
Bicaralah padaku. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom is working a mission for Chipher. In 
the same time, Chipher and her assistant 
are monitoring him from the camera in her 
privacy plane. Suddenly, Dom is lost from 
the camera. Chipher worries about that 
situation and wants to find him. Then, she 
commands her employee to show the 
visual about him in the camera. She wants 
him talking to her by saying“Talk to me.”. 
 
No. Datum 034/ISWS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Punch in on something. 
Target Language: 
Tampilkan sesuatu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom is working a mission for Chipher. In 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
the same time, Chipher and her assistant 
are monitoring him from the camera in her 
privacy plane. Suddenly, Dom is lost from 
the camera. Chipher worries about that 
situation and wants to find him as soon as 
possible. Then, Chipher commands her 
employee to show the visual about him in 
the camera by saying “punch in on 
something.”. 
 
No. Datum 035/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Give me God's Eye. 
Target Language: 
Nyalakan Mata Tuhan. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is in her privacy plane. She comes 
from the other room of her privacy plane 
to her employee. She wants using the God 
eye to find the leader of Russia. Therefore, 
She commands her employee by saying 
“Give me the God Eye.”. 
 
No. Datum 036/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's find us a Russian. 
Target Language: 
Kita cari orang Rusia. 
 
 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is on her privacy plane with her 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
employee. She wants using the God eye to 
find the president of Russia. After the 
God’s eye is active, She commands her 
employee to find the location of Russia’s 
president by saying “Let's find us a 
Russian.”. 
 
No. Datum 037/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Upload those coordinates to Dom's nav. 
Target Language: 
Unggah kordinatnya ke navigasi Dom. 
 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is on her privacy plane with her 
employee. She wants using the God eye to 
find the president of Russia. After the 
God’s eye is active, She commands her 
employee to find the location of Russia’s 
president. Then, she commands to send 
the coordinates from Dom by saying 
“Upload those coordinates to Dom's nav.” 
 
No. Datum 038/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Hack them all. 
Target Language: 
Retas semuanya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is on her privacy plane with her 
employee. She wants using the God eye to 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
find the president of Russia. She 
commands her employee to control all of 
cars on the street to attack the target. After 
her employee taking the control, she 
commands to hack all of car by saying 
“Hack them all.” 
 
No. Datum 039/ISWS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Take out the lead and follow cars. 
Target Language: 
Tumbangkan pengantar dan pengiringnya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher aims the President of Russia who 
is on the way to someplace with some 
police. She wants to take the chase 
containing the code to launch the nukes. 
She commands her assistant to take the 
police and the lead out by saying “Take 
out the lead and follow cars.”. 
 
No. Datum 040/ISWS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Give me the case. 
Target Language: 
Serahkan kopernya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Deletion 
 
 
(Dominic Toretto) 
Dom comes to the car of Russia’s 
President and his assitant. He wants to 
take the case brought by the assistant of 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent Russia’s President. He wants them to give 
the case for him. Then, he says “Give me 
the case.” to them. 
 
No. Datum 041/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Get out of there, Dom. 
 
Target Language: 
Pergi dari sana, Dom. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom is working a mission for Chipher. In 
the same time, Chipher and her assistant 
are monitoring him from the camera in her 
privacy plane. After Dom has succeeded 
working the mission, she commands Dom 
to go from his place by saying “Get out of 
there, Dom.” 
 
No. Datum 042/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Get your ass out of the car now. 
Target Language: 
Keluarlah dari mobilmu sekarang. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his partners surround Dom on 
the street. They want to catch Dom. Then, 
Hobbs commands Dom to go out from his 
car by saying “Get your ass out of the car 
now.” 
 
 No. Datum 043/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Get out of there. 
Target Language: 
Pergi dari sana. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is on her privacy plane with her 
employee to monitore Dom. She sees that 
he is surrounded by Hobbs and his 
partners on the street. She does not want 
them to catch Dom. Therefore, she 
commands Dom to go out from his place 
by saying “Get out of there.” 
 
No. Datum 044/ISWS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Stop working on it and do it. 
Target Language: 
Berhenti berusaha, lakukan. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Deletion 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is on her privacy plane with her 
employee to monitore Dom. She sees that 
he is surrounded by Hobbs and his 
partners on the street. She does not want 
them to catch Dom. Therefore, she 
commands Dom to go out from his place. 
Dom says that he is trying to go from his 
place. It makes Chipher gets anger of it. 
Then, she forces him to go soon by saying 
“Stop working on it and do it.” 
 
No. Datum 045/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Get that case and run. 
Target Language: 
Ambil kopernya dan lari. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is on her privacy plane with her 
employee to monitore Dom. She sees that 
Dom is still trying to get away from 
Hobbs and his team. He fights against 
Deckard till the case fallen down. Then, 
she commands him to get the case and run 
away by saying “Get that case and run.” 
 
No. Datum 046/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Letty, stop! 
Target Language: 
Letty, berhenti! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Dominic Toretto) 
Dom is running with the chase on his 
hand. He is pursued by Deckard. 
Suddenly, he stops and shoots Deckard by 
using his pistol. Then, Letty comes to him 
and takes the chase from his hands. After 
that, Letty runs away from him. He gets 
angry and commands her to stop by 
“Letty, stop!” while shooting his pistol to 
the air. 
 
No. Datum 047/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let’s start here. 
Target Language: 
Mari kita mulai menebak. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his partners are still confused 
and searching what the purpose of Dom is. 
In the room, He wants being displayed the 
map of Russia on the screen. Then, He 
asks his friends to guess it by looking at 
the screen by saying “Let’s start here.” 
 
No. Datum 048/ISWS/IM/F8 
Source Language: 
Prepare the EMP. 
Target Language: 
Siapkan EMP. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Imitation 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom will get in the Barrack of Russia to 
work a mission commanded by Chipher. 
The mission is to hacking the system of 
submarine in the Barack of Russia. They 
have to use the EMP to break the defenses 
system of that place. Therefore, Chipher 
commands her employee to prepare the 
EMP for Dom by saying “Prepare the 
EMP.”. 
 
No. Datum 049/ISWL/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's take these defenses down. 
Target Language: 
Kita matikan pertahanannya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom will get in the Barrack of Russia to 
work a mission commanded by Chipher. 
The mission is to hacking the system of 
submarine in the Barack of Russia. They 
have to use the EMP to break the defenses 
system of that place. Therefore, Chipher 
commands her employee to prepare the 
EMP for Dom. After the EMP is ready, 
she commands to use it by saying “Let's 
take these defenses down.”. 
 
No. Datum 050/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Head over to the rendezvous. 
Target Language: 
Pergi ke tempat penjemputan. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom has succeeded working a mission for 
Chipher. In the same time, She has 
prepared a rendezvous for Dom. Then, 
Chipher commands Dom to go to the 
rendezvous by saying “Head over to the 
rendezvous.”. 
 
No. Datum 051/ISWL/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's take this baby for a spin. 
Target Language: 
Kita nyalakan kapalnya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom gets in the Barrack of Russia to work 
a mission commanded by Chipher. The 
mission is to hacking the system of 
submarine in the Barack of Russia. After 
Dom succeeded broking that system, 
Chipher commands her employee to take a 
control the submarine by saying “Let’s 
take this baby for a spin.” 
 
No. Datum 052/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's haul ass, team. 
Target Language: 
Kita harus cepat, tim. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Little Nobody) 
Hobbs and his team are in the base of 
Russia’s Army. They want taking the chip 
on the sub to stop Chipher launching the 
nukes. They have to move fast because the 
sub has been controlled by Chipher. 
Therefore, Little Nobody suggests his 
partners to move fast by saying “Let’s 
haul ass, team.” 
 
No. Datum 053/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Letty, let's roll! 
Target Language: 
Letty, ayo pergi! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his team are in the base of 
Russia’s Army. They want taking the chip 
on the sub to stop Chipher launching the 
nukes. They do not have much of time to 
do it. Therefore, they have to move fast. 
Then, Hobbs asks Letty to get in the sub 
by saying “Letty, let's roll!” 
 
No. Datum 054/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Head there immediately. 
Target Language: 
Segera kesana. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Dom is in the base of Russia’s Army. He 
works a mission to hack the submarine for 
Chipher. After he succeeded doing the 
mission, he wants Chipher to give his son. 
But she does want to give it. Then, she 
commands him to meet Rhodes by saying 
“Head there immediately.”.   
 No. Datum 055/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Meet Rhodes and follow my instruction. 
Target Language: 
Temui Rhodes dan ikuti intruksiku. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Dominic Toretto) 
Dom is in the base of Russia’s Army. He 
works a mission to hack the submarine for 
Chipher. After he succeeded doing the 
mission, he wants Chipher to give his son. 
But she does want to give it. Then, she 
commands him to meet Rhodes and follow 
her instruction by saying “Meet Rhodes 
and follow my instruction.” 
 
No. Datum 056/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Disable the nukes. 
Target Language: 
Matikan nuklirnya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his team are still in the base of 
Russia’s Army. They are trying to stop 
Chipher launching the nukes. Suddenly, 
the alarm of nuke is active. So, they are so 
panic and hurried. Then, Hobbs give 
instruction to stop the nukes by saying 
“Disable the nukes.”. 
 No. Datum 057/ISWS/CD/F8 
Source Language: 
Come on, talk to me. 
Target Language: 
Bicaralah. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Condensation 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Little Nobody) 
Little Nobody and Roman are in the 
submarine. They are searching the chip to 
disable Chipher launching the nuke. They 
are so hurry and confused because they do 
not know where the chip is in. Suddenly, 
Roman looks at the text he does not 
understand about the meaning. Then, 
Little Nobody asks about what he found 
and asks him to read it. 
 
No. Datum 058/ISWS/IM/F8 
Source Language: 
Pull the damn chip! 
Target Language: 
Tarik chipnya! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Imitation 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Tej Parker) 
Little Nobody and Roman are in the 
submarine. They are searching the chip to 
disable Chipher launching the nuke. They 
are so hurry and confused because they do 
not know where the chip is in. In the other 
room, Tej gives instruction to them to pull 
the chip by saying “Pull the damn chip!”.  
 No. Datum 059/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Look for a countdown! 
Target Language: 
Cari hitung mundur! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Tej Parker) 
Little Nobody and Roman are in the 
submarine. They are searching the chip to 
disable Chipher launching the nuke. They 
are so hurry and confused because they do 
not know where the chip is in. In the other 
room, Tej tries to guide them to find the 
chip. Then, he commands them to find 
something countdown by saying “Look 
for a countdown!”. 
 
No. Datum 060/NIS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Don't press that! 
Target Language: 
Jangan tekan itu! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Negative imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Roman) 
Roman and Little Nobody are in the 
submarine. They are searching the chip to 
stop the nuke launched by Chipher. They 
get so hurried and confused because they 
do not know the place of chip. If they do 
not find the chip, the nuke will launch and 
destroy the world. They try to search it 
randomly. When Little Nobody wants to 
press something, Roman forbids him by 
saying “Don’t press that!”. 
 
No. Datum 061/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Get that sub out of there. 
Target Language: 
Keluarkan kapalnya dari sana. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher and her employee have succeeded 
to control the sub from her privacy plane. 
Then, she wants to bring the sub out of its 
place. She commands her employee to 
bring it out by saying “Get that sub out of 
there.” 
 
No. Datum 062/ISWS/CD/F8 
Source Language: 
Move your ass, Roman! 
Target Language: 
Cepat, Roman! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Condensation 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Little Nobody) 
Roman, Little Nobody and Tej are in 
submarine to take the chip. After they got 
the chip, they go out from the sub 
immediately. Then, Little Nobody 
commands Roman to move fast by saying 
“Move your ass, Roman!” 
 No. Datum 063/ISWS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Find me the fastest route out of that bay. 
Target Language: 
Cari rute tercepat ke teluk itu. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Deletion 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher and her employee have succeeded 
to control the sub from her privacy plane. 
Then, she wants to bring the sub out of its 
place. She commands her employee to 
bring it out as soon as possible. Therefore, 
she commands her employee to find the 
fastest route by saying “Find me the 
fastest route out of that bay.” 
 
No. Datum 064/ISWS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Rhodes, take his team out. 
Target Language: 
Rhodes, habisi timnya. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher gets anger because Dom’s team 
hampering Dom in working a mission in 
Vladovin, Russia. Then, Chipher 
commands Rhodes as her assistant to kill 
them by saying “Rhodes, take his team 
out.”. 
 
 No. Datum 065/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Roman, get in front of me! 
Target Language: 
Roman, ke depanku! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Tej Parker) 
Tej and his team are driving the car in 
Vladovin. They are chased and fired by 
the Army of Russia. Then, Tej asks 
Roman to move in front of him because 
the Roman’s car has no armed by saying 
“Roman, get in front of me!”. 
 
No. Datum 066/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Drop it to 10,000 feet. 
Target Language: 
Turunkan hingga 10.000 kaki. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is in her privacy plane with her 
employees. Suddenly, the pilot tells that 
there is depressurization alert in the cargo 
hold of her plane. Then, she commands 
the pilot to drop the plane to 10,000 feet 
by saying “Drop it to 10,000 feet.” 
 
 
 
 
 No. Datum 067/NIS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Don't go getting any ideas. 
Target Language: 
Jangan aneh-aneh. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Negative Imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Deckard Shaw) 
Deckard and Owen succeeded entering to 
the Chiper’s privacy plane. They are on 
the working a mission to save Dom’s son. 
In the plane, Owen looks interested of the 
plane as if he wants to do something. But, 
Deckard warns him not to do something 
strange by saying “Don’t go getting any 
ideas!”. It is because Owen had a bad 
experience about plane in the past. 
 
No. Datum 068/ISWL/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Let's go, Scarface. 
Target Language: 
Ayo, Scarface. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with let) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Deckard Shaw) 
Deckard and Owen are in the Chipher’s 
plane. They want to catch Chipher and 
save Dom’s son. They divide the jobs. 
Deckard goes to the Chipher’s room and 
Owen goes to the pilot’s room. After they 
understand each other, Deckard asks 
Owen to start the mission by saying “Let's 
go, Scarface.”. 
 
No. Datum 069/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Pull up surveillance right now. 
Target Language: 
Tampilkan kamera sekarang. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is in her privacy plane with her 
employees. She finds that Deckard and 
Owen have got in her privacy plane. She 
gets surprised and wants to know what 
they want. Then, she command her 
employee to show the camera by saying 
“Pull up surveillance right now!” 
 
No. Datum 070/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Take care of it now. 
Target Language: 
Habisi sekarang juga. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher is in her privacy plane with her 
employees. She knows that Deckard and 
Owen have got in her privacy plane. She 
gets mad and wants to kill them. Then, she 
command her securities to kill them by 
saying “Take care of it now.” 
 
 No. Datum 071/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Get to the pilot. 
Target Language: 
Pergilah ke ruang pilot. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Deckard Shaw) 
Deckard and Owen are in the Chipher’s 
plane. They want to catch Chipher and 
save Dom’s son. They divide the jobs. 
Deckard goes to the Chipher’s room and 
commands Owen to go to the pilot’s room 
by saying “Get to the pilot!”. 
 
No. Datum 072/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Wait for my signal. 
Target Language: 
Tunggu sinyalku. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Deckard Shaw) 
Deckard and Owen are on the privacy 
plane of Chipher. They have a mission to 
save Dom’s son and catch Chipher. In the 
plane, they divide the jobs. Deckard asks 
Owen to go to the Pilot and wait for his 
instruction. Therefore, he commands 
Owen by saying “wait for my signal.”. 
 
 
 No. Datum 073/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Give Cipher my regards. 
Target Language: 
Sampaikan salamku pada Chipher. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Owen Shaw) 
Deckard and Owen are on the privacy 
plane of Chipher. They have a mission to 
save Dom’s son and catch Chipher. In the 
plane, they divide the jobs. Owen goes to 
the pilot’s room and Deckard comes to 
Chipher. Then, Owen wants giving the 
regards for Chipher through Deckard by 
saying “Give Chipher my regards.”. 
 
No. Datum 074/NIS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Don’t let him get off this plane! 
Target Language: 
Jangan biarkan dia pergi! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Negative Imperative sentence) 
Strategy: Deletion 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher sees that Deckard takes Dom’s 
son in her privacy plane. She gets angry 
and commands her employees to catch 
him. She does not want him to bring 
Dom’s son get off of her plane. Therefore, 
she commands her employees not to let 
him get off of her plane by saying “Don’t 
let him get off this plane!”. 
 
No. Datum 075/ISWS/DL/F8 
Source Language: 
Someone, give me something! 
Target Language: 
Beri aku sesuatu! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Deletion 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher gets frustrated in her privacy 
plane. It occurs because Dom has come 
back to his team after he killed Rhodes. In 
the same time, Deckard succeeded to save 
Dom’s son. That situation makes Chipher 
anger. Then, Chipher commands her 
employees to do something for her by 
saying “Someone, give me something!. 
 
No. Datum 076/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Take the wheel! 
Target Language: 
Kau yang nyetir ! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his team are in Vladovin by 
driving the car. Hobbs and Roman are in 
the same car. They are pursued and fired 
by the Army of Russia. In the same time, 
chipher launches the rocket to kill them. 
When the rocket is beside their car, Hobbs 
asks Roman to drive the car. Because 
Hobbs wants to deflect the rocket. Hobbs 
commands Roman by saying “Take the 
wheel!”. 
 
No. Datum 077/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Speed up! 
Target Language: 
Lebih cepat! 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his team are in Vladovin by 
driving the car. Hobbs and Roman are in 
the same car. They are pursued and fired 
by the Army of Russia. In the same time, 
chipher launches the rocket to kill them. 
When the rocket is beside their car, Hobbs 
asks Roman to drive the car. Because 
Hobbs wants to deflect the rocket. Hobbs 
commands Roman to drive faster by 
saying “Speed up!”. 
 
No. Datum 078/ISWS/TF/F8 
Source Language: 
Turn the goddamn wheel to the left really 
quickly! 
Target Language: 
Banting setir ke kiri dengan cepat ! 
 
 
 
 
(Luke Hobbs) 
Hobbs and his team are in Vladovin by 
  
 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Transfer 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
driving the car. Hobbs and Roman are in 
the same car. They are pursued and fired 
by the Army of Russia. In the same time, 
chipher launches the rocket to kill them. 
When the rocket is beside their car, Hobbs 
asks Roman to drive the car. Because 
Hobbs wants to deflect the rocket. Hobbs 
commands Roman to drive faster. After 
that, Hobbs commands Roman to turn the 
wheel to the left by saying “Turn the 
goddamn wheel to the left really 
quickly!”. 
 
No. Datum 079/ISWS/PR/F8 
Source Language: 
Put a heat seeker on him now. 
Target Language: 
Buru dia dengan roket pencari panas. 
 
Type of Imperative: 
(Imperative sentence with or without subject) 
Strategy: Paraphrase 
Subtitle: Functionally Equivalent 
 
 
 
(Chipher) 
Chipher and her employees still try to kill 
Dom’s team by the rocket. Unfortunately, 
they fail to kill them by the first rocket. It 
makes Chipher mad of Dom. Then, she 
commands her employee to launch the 
heat seeker on him by saying “Put a heat 
seeker on him now!”    
